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In this paper we develop some of the basic theory of ungraded coalgebras, 
bialgebras and Hopf algebras. For us a bialgebra is simply an algebra which 
is also a coalgebra such that the algebra and coalgebra structures arc com- 
patible, whereas a Hopf algebra is required to possess an antipode in the 
sense of ([Z], page 222) or symmetry in the sense of ([4], page 27). 
The antipode plays the role of the inverse map x F+ X-* for groups, and for 
the deeper results, its existence must be assumed. Unlike [S] WC do not require 
an underlying grading. The Hopf algebras which are the principal models 
for our study-group algebra, universal enveloping algebra of an ungraded 
Lie algebra, the commutative coordinate ring and the cocommutative hyper- 
algebra of an affine algebraic group-are substantially different from the 
Hopf algebras in [SJ. 
The first chapter introduces our comultiplication notation which plays the 
same indispensable role for computations involving coalgebras that the 
multiplication notation a, 0.. a,, plays for algebras. The linear dual C* of a 
coalgebra C is an algebra and C is a locally finite C*-bimodule in a natural 
way. The subbimodulcs of C are precisely the sub-coalgebras. In 91.3 we 
show that there is a maxima1 suhspace A0 in the linear dual of an algebra 
which carries a natural coalgebra structure. It depends functorially on the 
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algebra. In the particular case of a finitely generated commutative algebra A 
we show that iz” is a dense subspace of the linear dual to A. 
The language of Hopf algebras permits a parallel treatment of questions 
relating to groups and Lie algebras, cf. [I], [9], [IO]. This shows itself irst in 
$1.5 where for any Hopf algebra H we define a subgroup G(H) of the group 
of invertible elements in N and a sub Lie algebra P(H) of the Lie algebra 
underlying the associative algebra H. The elements of G = G(H) are called 
grouplike and the elements of g = Z’(H) are called primitive. The group 
algebra of G and the (restricted) universal enveloping algebra of g are linearly 
disjoint sub Hopf algebras of H. We define the adjoint action of a Hopf algebra 
on itself. Under this action H becomes an H-module in such a way that G 
acts as inner automorphisms of H and g acts as inner derivations of II. 
The adjoint representation of H on itself is an example of an H-module 
algebra. This is an algebra A which is an H-module such that the algebra 
structure of A and coalgebra structure of H are compatible. The elements of 
G act as algebra automorphisms of an H-module algebra and the elements of 
g act as derivations. If A is an H-module algebra we define the smash product 
A # I-I, in $1.8. This is an algebra containing A and H and plays the role of 
the semi-direct product. 
In Chapter II we define inductively nth order differential operators on a 
commutative algebra. The first order differential operators which vanish on 
the unit arc exactly the derivations of the algebra. For an augmented algebra A 
we define differential functionals g(A), a subspacc of the linear dual. Ifs/ is 
the coordinate ring of an affine algebraic group then g(.d) is the hypcralgebra 
associated with the group and g, the primitive elements of S(&), is the 
Lit algebra of the algebraic group. In a natural way .d is a $S(,d)-module 
algebra and this action induces an isomorphism of SY(.&) with the right 
invariant differential operators on .d, and g corresponds to the right invariant 
derivations on &‘, (2.4.3). In (2.4.5) p we rove that the algebra of differential 
operators on .d is isomorphic to the smash product of .r3 by S(.&). This 
implies that each derivation is an .&-linear combination of invariant deri- 
vations, i.e., elements of the Lie algebra and generalizes Hochschild’s result 
([JJ, page 502, Lemma 4.1). 
In the sequel we show that if ..aZ is a commutative bialgebra over a field of 
characteristic zero then CS(.d) is the universal enveloping algebra of its 
primitive elements. As a consequence we show that a commutative Hopf 
algebra over a field of characteristic zero is reduced. We show that if ,.Q’ is the 
coordinate ring of an affine algebraic group in any characteristic, then each 
primitive element of 9(-d/) lies in an infinite sequence of divided powers. 
In the third chapter WC study irreducible and connected coalgebras. An 
irreducible coalgebra is one which contains a unique simple sub-coalgcbra. 
A connected coalgebra is an irreducible coalgebra which contains a one- 
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dimensional simple sub-coalgebra. This definition of connectedness for a 
coalgebra will be seen to generalize the definition given in [8] for the graded 
case. We show that every irreducible sub-coalgebra of a coalgebra lies in a 
unique irreducible component; moreover, a cocommutative coalgebra is the 
direct sum of its irreducible components. This permits us to prove Kostant’s 
theorem that a cocommutative Hopf algebra H over an algebraically closed 
field is the smash product of a connected Hopf algebra by the group algebra 
of G. As a consequence if & is the coordinate ring of an affine algebraic group 
then do is the smash product of the hyperalgebra of the group by the group 
algebra of the group. 
This paper and the sequel grew out of initial conversations with Bertram 
Kostant. We wish to thank Bertram Kostant and Daniel Quillen for many 
helpful discussions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
If V and Ware vector spaces over K, we let Hom( V, W) denote the space of 
all K-linear maps from V into W, V* = Hom( V, lz) and End V = Hom( V, V). 
We let u* E Hom(W*, Y*) denote the transpose map of zc E Hom(V, W). If 
f E V* and v E V, it will sometimes be convenient to write <f, v) instead of 
f(v). For example, if S C V and T C V* we set 
s = (fE v* / (f, Is) = 0) 
T’- = {v E V 1 (T, v) = 0) 
A subset T of V* is dense if TL = 0. Observe that V* @ W* is a dense subset 
of (V @ W)*. A subspace WC V is co-Jinite if the space V/W is finite 
dimensional. If A and B are algebras over k, we let Alg(A, B) denote the set 
of all algebra morphisms u : A -+ 3. A vector space M over k is an A-module 
if ir E Alg(A, End M) is given; M is locally finite if every finite dimensional 
subspace of M generates a finite dimensional A-submodule. 
We let 7 : V @ W --+ W @ V denote the ‘twist’ map which carries 
v@w-+w@v. 
1.1. We recal1 briefly some basic definitions. 
DEFINITION. An algebra (A, p, 7) over a field k is a vector space A over k 
together with linear maps p : .A @A -+ A and 7 : k -+ A such that 
po(p@I) =po@@p):A@A@A-+Aand 
p+@I)=I=po(I@q):k@A=A=A@k+A. 
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iz is commutative if p 0 T = p : A @ A + A. If (A, p, , TV) and (B, pB , qH) 
are k-algebras then the vector space A @ B is given the algebra structure 
pA@)B y qA@E where 
TjABB = ‘7A @ 7)s : k @ k = k -+ .4 ,g B 
A linear map u : A + B is an algebra morphism if 
~~~(~~~U)=uop~:,il~:A-fB 
and 
uoqA =yo: k+B. 
A coalgebra (C, A, c) is a vector space C over k together with linear maps 
A: C+C@Candc: C+ksuchthat 
(A@I)oA=(Z@A)OA:C-~C@C@C 
and 
(~OI)OALI_(ZOE)OA:C~~~C=CC(CC(OK 
Reversing the arrows from before, wc say that C is co-commutative 
if 7 0 A = A : C---f C @ C. 
If CC, A,,4 and CD, A,, Ed) are k-coalgebras, we define a coalgebra 
structure A,@>,,, ~~~~~ on the vector space C @ D where 
A c%.o = (I@ 7 0 I> 0 (A, 0 A,) and l CC@ = EC @] hg . 
A linear map u : C-F D is a coalgebra morphism if 
and 
A subspacc D of a coalgebra (C, A, l ) is a subcoalgebra if AD C 13 @ D. 
1) is then a coalgcbra whose structure morphisms are the restrictions of 
those of C. 
It should be noted that if u : C + D is a coalgebra morphism then the 
image of the linear map u is a subcoalgebra of D. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a subspace 1) C C to be a sub- 
coalgebra is that Do’- C C* is a twosided ideal. If I C C” is any twosided ideal 
then I’ C C is a subcoalgebra. 
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A subspace J of a coalgebra (C, d, E) is a coideal if J C Ker E and 
dJ C C @ J 1. J @ C. If J is a coideal then C/J has a unique natural 
coalgebra structure where v : C -+ C/J is a coalgebra morphism. If j : C -+ D 
is any coalgebra morphism then J = Ker j is a coideal in C and there is a 
unique coalgebra morphism j: C/J -+ D such that% = j. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a subspace JC C to be a coideal 
is that JL C C* is a subalgebra. If A C C* is any subalgebra then Al C C is 
a coideal. 
If A and B are algebras and j, R E Alg(rl, B) then Ker( j -g) is a subalgebra 
of A. In fact 
0 -+ Ker( j - g) -* A g B 
is an equalizer diagram. Similarly if C and D are coalgebras and 
j, g E Coalg(C, D) then Im( j - g) is a coideal in D so that D,/Im(j - g) = 
Coker( j - g) is a quotient coalgebra of D. Also, 
C’ s D -+ D;Im( j -g) = Coker( j -g) - 0 
is a coequalizer diagram. 
If (C, d, c) is a coalgebra over Zz and F is any field extension of k then 
is a coalgebra over F. This is the scalar extension of C from Zz to F. 
Remark. In the category of co-commutative coalgebras over k, the tensor 
product described above is simply the product in the category. Also the 
coalgebra k is a final object. 
A hialgebra (ZZ, d, p, E, 7) is a vector space N over k which has both an 
algebra structure (Ii, p, 7) and a coalgebra structure (ZZ, d, 6) which arc 
compatible in the sense that E : H---f k and d : H -+ ZZ @ ZZ are both algebra 
morphisms; this can easily be seen to be equivalent to requiring that 77 : k -* H 
and p : ZZ @ II-+ H should both be coalgebra morphisms. The bialgebra H 
is called commutative if the underlying algebra structure on His commutative; 
it is called co-commutative if the underlying coalgebra structure on H is 
co-commutative. A linear map from one hialgebra into another is a morphism 
of bialgebras if it is both an algebra and a coalgebra morphism. Finally the 
tensor product of two bialgebras is again a bialgebra with the tensor product 
algebra and coalgebra structure. 
1.1. I Remark. It follows from our definitions that a co-commutative 
(respectively commutative) bialgebra is a monoid (respectively comonoid) in 
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the category of co-commutative coalgebras (respectively commutative 
algebras). Similarly it will be seen that a group (respectively co-group) in the 
category of co-commutative coalgebras (respectively commutative algebras) 
is simply a co-commutative Hopf algebra (respectively commutative Hopf 
algebra). 
1.2. If (C, A, E) is a coalgebra, let p : C* @ C* ---• C* be the map induced 
by restriction to C* @ C* of the transpose map A* : (C @ C)* --, C*. The 
map p together with 17 = E* : k = k* + C* give a natural algebra structure 
to C*. Thus iff, g E C*, thenf . h” E C* is defined by 
f~g=(f@g)oA:C--+k@k=k. 
Notice that C* is a commutative algebra if C is a co-commutative coalgebra. 
If c E C, we will write &:, c(r) @ c(s) to denote AC = d,c. We define 
inductively and write 
z ~(1) 0 ~(2) 0 *** 0 CM to denote 4-&N 
Finally, if f : C X C X -a* X C-t V is an n-linear map into a k-vector 
space V which induces the linear map p: (3” C -+ V we will write 
;f(ccl) Y---Y qn)) to denote j(A,&c)) 
In this notation, for example, the productf *g of two functions f, g E C* is 
given by: Cf. R)(C) = &)fh) ~(c(~d. 
1.3. If (A, p, 77) is an algebra, the transpose map p* : A* --f (A 0 A)? 
does not in general carry A* into the s&pace A* @ A* (the natural 
imbedding of A* @ A* into (A @ A)* is not surjective unless A is finite 
dimensional). Rut we shall see that there is a certain largest subspace A0 of A * 
which is carried into A* @ A* by p* and that in face p*(.P) C A” @ A”. 
If A is an algebra, define 
A0 = {f~ A* 1 fcZ’ for some cofinitc twosided ideal Z of A}. 
1.3.1. hMMA. Let A and B he k-algebras. 
(a) Zj u E &(A, B) and 1 is a cojinite ideal of B, then u-l(]) is u cofinite 
ideul of A and u*(Bo) C A’J. 
(b) The natural imbedding A* @ B* --> (A @ El)* induces an isomorphi.snz 
of A0 @ B” onto (A @ B)O. 
48dI3/2-4 
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Proof. (a) Let J be a cofinite ideal of B. Then the kernel u-r(/) of the 
composite algebra morphism A -+ B -+ Bl J is a cofinite ideal I of A and it is 
clear that u*(/‘-) C P C /lo. 
(b) Let I be a cofinite ideal of A and J be a cofinite ideal of B. Then we have 
(A~~Jf-ZOB)I=[AOBIAOJ$IOB]* 
= [A/l @ B/J]* 
= (A/I)* @ (B;J)* 
= IL @ J’ 
This proves that A 0 J -f I @) B is a cofinite ideal of A @ 13 and that 
I-‘- @ J- - (A @ J -j I @ B)‘. C (A @ B)O so that A0 @ Bo C (A @ B)O. 
Conversely let K bc a cofinite ideal of A @ B. Then by part (a) we have 
and 
1 =: {a E A j CL @ 1 E K} is a cofinitc ideal of A 
J == {b E B i 1 @ b E K} is a cofinite ideal of B 
Clearly K contains the cofinite ideal A @ J f I 8 B so that K-l- is contained 
in(As)J+I@B)L ==IL@JLCAo@Bo. Q.E.L). 
1.3.2. COROLLARY. If (A, p, 7) is an algebra, then the map 
p*: A”+(A@A)* 
carries A0 into A0 @ A”; if we dejne E : A0 --r k to be the restriction to A0 of the 
map q* : A * ---f k* = k then A0 becomes a coalgebra. If I is a cofnite ideal of A 
then p*(I’) C 1” @ I-‘- so that IL is a subcoalgebra of A”. Finally ifu E Alg(A, B) 
then u” : B” --f A0 is a coalgebra morphinn. 
Proof. If I is a cofinite ideal of A then A @I + I @ A is a cofinitc ideal 
of A @ A. Since p(A @I $- I @ A) z= I we conclude that 
P*(F) c (d 3 I -t I @ A) L -= I’- 0 I’. C A0 @ A0 
The last statement follows from part (a) of the lemma. 
1.3.3. COROLLARY. If (H, A, p) is a bialgebra then Ho is a subalgebra of H* 
and (HO, p”, A*) is a bialgebra. 
Proof. Apply part (a) of the lemma to A E Alg(H, H @ If). 
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If A is an algebra, and a E A, we define operatorsl(a) and R(a) in End(A*) 
as follows: 
Gwf, b? = (f, ba) where f~ A*, b E A 
(I?(u)f, b) --:: (f, ub) 
Under this action A* becomes an A - A bimodule; that is, if (I, b E A 
L(ub) = L(u) c Z,(b) H(ab) = R(b) o R(u) 
L(u) 0 Z?(b) = R(b) OZ.(U) L(1) = Z = R(1) 
1.3.4. I'ROPOSITION. Let A be an algebra and let f E A*. The follou%~~ 
conditions ure equioulent : 
1) f E A” 
2) p*(f) E A0 @ A0 
3) p”(f) E A* @ A” 
4) A *f y.:- {L(u)f j a E A: is finite dimensional 
5) A .f ..-1 = (the A-A sorb-bimodule of A* generated by f) is finite 
dimensional. 
Proof. 1) implies 2) by Corollary 1.3.2 of the previous lemma. 
It is clear that 2) implies 3). 
3) implies 4). Assume p*(f) = x fi @ gi E A * @ A” where fi , gi E A *. 
Then (L(u)f, bj = (f, buj = (p*(f), b @ A) = x (fi , b)( gi , a). Thus 
Z,(u) f = 1 h,f, where hi 2.: (g, , a) so that L(u) f lies in the finite dimensional 
subspace of A* spanned by the If<}. 
4) implies 1). If M = A . f is a finite dimensional (left) A-module then 
Z -c: {Q E A 1 Z,(u)&.! -.= 0} is a cofinitc ideal of A. Since L(u) f = 0 for a E I 
it follows from the equation (L(u)f, I> = (f, a) that f E I’ C A”. 
1) implies 5). Let Z be a two sided ideal of A. Then 
(Z,(u) R(b) f, Z) = (f, blu) = 0 
so that iff E Z’- it follows thatL(u)A(b)fE Il. Thus I’ is an A-A sub-bimodulc 
of /2*; it is finite dimensional if Z is cofinite. 
Finally it is clear that 5) implies 4). Q.E.D. 
1.3.5. COROLLARY. A0 is a locally finite A-A su?&imodule of A*. 
1.3.6. ~OROI.I.ARY. Let (C, A, c) be a coalgebm and let (A, p, v) be the dual 
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algebra. If j : C + C*” = A* is the natural injection then the image of j is 
contai?zed in A0 and j : C + AQ is a coalgeka morphism. 
Proof. If A* @A* -F (A @A)* is the canonical imbedding then the 
diagrams 
C A -----+C@C C L*k 
j 1 1 i@i and jl 
A*G(A@A)* +----A*@:* 
/ ‘)’ 
a* 
are commutative. The corollary follows at once from part 3) of the proposition. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. If u E Alg(A, R) then u” : Be + r1O is a coalgebra morphism by 
Corollary 1.3.2. Clearly we obtain in this way a contravariant functor A -+ A” 
from the category of k-algebras into the category of k-coalgebras. Similarly 
if u : C--f D is a coalgebra map then u* : D* -+ C* is an algebra map and 
we obtain a contravariant functor C -F C* from the category of k-coalgebras 
into the category of k-algebras. The two contravariant functors so defined are 
adjoint functors: if A is any k-algebra and C is any k-coalgebra then the 
mapping u + ZP 0 j defines a natural bijective correspondence from Alg(A, C*) 
onto Coalg(C, A”). (Note: here j : C -+ (C*)O . IS t e coalgebra morphism of the h 
corollary above.) The inverse mapping Coalg(C, A”) -> Alg(A, C*) carries 
.v:-,n,* 0 k where k : A -+ /lo)* is the algebra morphism k = h* 0 ,L defined 
by the natural injections /\ : A0 -+ ‘4 * and p : A + A**. 
DEFINITIOK. An algebra A is proper if A0 is dense in A*. 
Clearly A is a proper algebra if and only if the cofinite ideals have intcr- 
section zero, or equivalently the finite dimensional representations of A 
‘separate’ points of A. 
I .3.7. PROPOSITION. A fbzitely generated commutative algebra is proper. 
Proof. Let a be a nonzero element of A and let I = {x E A ( xa = O}. 
Then I f A so there is a maximal ideal M containing I. Let / = fin M”. 
By the lemma of Artin-Rees MJ = J and there is a y E M such that 
(1 - y) J = 0. If a were in J it would follow in particular that (1 - y)a -= 0 
so that I -y E I C M and therefore 1 = y + (1 - y) EM. It follows that 
a $ J so that a 6 &i’” for some n. By the Hilbert nullstellensatz ([6], p. 255) 
M is a coffine ideal. By the Hilbert basis theorem it is a finitely generated ideal. 
It follows from the corollary to the following lemma that Mn is a cofinite 
ideal. Since a $ M” WC are done. Q.E.D. 
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1.3.8. LEMMA. Let M be a left module for a not necessarily commutative 
algebra A. If M is a finitely generated A-module and V is a cojinite subspace of A 
then VM is a cofinite subspace of M. 
Proof. Since M is a finitely generated A-module there is a surjective 
A-mod& morphism 
‘in: A@...@A-tM. 
Thus VM = Vn(A @ ..* @ A) 3 rr(V 8 .a. @ V) and we have the factor- 
ization 
A @ ... @A -5 M 
(A/V) 0 ... 0 (A/V) ir M/VM. 
VM is cofinite since + is surjective and A/V is finite dimensional. Q.E.D. 
1.3.9. COROLLARY. If A is a (not necessarily commutative) algebra and I is 
a cojinite left ideal which is finitely generated as an ideal then 1” is a cofinite 
left ideal for all n. 
Proof. I” -= P-r . I so by induction and (1.3.8) IT1 is cofinite in I. Since I is 
cofinite in A we are done. Q.E.D. 
1.3.10. PROPOSITION. Suppose B is a commutative algebra with subalgebra A 
where A is noetherian and B is a finitely generated A-module. The natural 
coalgebra morphism T : Bo j A0 (induced by the inclusion L : A d B) is 
surjective. 
Proof. Suppose I is a cofinite ideal of A. By the Artin-Rees theorem 
[zdriski and Samuel, Vol. II, p. 255, Th 4’1 there is a number 2 where 
Iz-lB n A = I(IrB n A). 
Set J = P+lB; by (1.3.8) J is a cofinite ideal of B where by the above formula 
/ n A CI. Thus there is a linear map t : B/.T-, A/I making the following 
diagram commutative: 
B -*B/j 
lt It 
A - A/I. 
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If f E AU where Kerf > I then f induces a unique linear map f: A/I+ k 
where the following diagram is commutative: 
k 
Thus lettingi4’ : B -P k be the composite B --t B/J -4, A/J s k. b1:e have that 
FE Ho (since J C Ker F) and r(F) = f. QED. 
1.4. Let C be a coalgebra and let A = C* with the induced algebra 
structure (1.2). For each f 6 A we have defined endomorphisms H(f) and 
L(f) of AX and have seen that A* is an A-A bimodule under this action. 
Since A* = C**, C is a subspace of A*. (In fact C is contained in A0 by 
Corollary I .3.6 so that A is a proper algebra.) 
1.4.1. la~o~~~~~~~~. If c E C let AC =.z Ccc) cc11 0 cle) . Then for any f E A 
q.0 c = c (ft C(z)) C(l) E c 
R(f) c = C(f, %O C(2) E c 
Thus C is a locally jinite A-A sub-bimodule of -4 *. 
Proof. If g E A we have 
(g,L(f)c) = (sf, c> = CR cs:f, AC) = c (& CCl,>(f~ C(n)). 
(C) 
This proves the first equality. The second is proved the same way. 
I .4.2. hOPOSITION. Let D be a subspace of the coalgebra C. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
1) D is a subcoalgebra of C 
2) D is an A--A sub-bimodule of C 
3) D-l- is an ideal of the algebra A. 
Proof. The condition for D to be an A-A sub-bimodule of C is simply 
that R(f)c E D and L(f)c E D for all f c A*, c E I). Thus (1) implies (2) by 
virtue of Proposition 1.4.1. 
If JE A, it is clear that <Di, R(f)D> :: 0 if and only if (fD-, D) = 0. 
Since ljiJ =- D, it follows that H(f )D C D for all f E A if and only if ZP is 
a left idcal of A. Similarly L(f )D C D for all f E A if and only if IV is a right 
idcal of A. This shows that (2) and (3) are equivalent. 
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Finally assume that D-‘ is an ideal of A. Since 
(D @ D)‘- n (A @ A) = A @ IIF f II’ @ A 
to prove that AD C D @ D it suffices to check that 
1.4.3. COROLLARY. If (CJiEr is a family of subcoalgekas of C then & Ci 
and nie, Ci are subcoalgebras of C. Moreover every subspace V of C is contained 
in a unique minimal subcoalgebra called the coalgebra ‘generated’ 6y V. If V is 
jnite dimensional, so is the coalgebra generated by V. 
f’roof. The first assertions arc clearly true for A--A sub-bimodules of C; 
the last assertion follows because C is a locally finite A- A bimodule. 
1.5. If (C, A, e) is a coalgebra and (A,$, T) is an algebra, we define an 
(associative) algebra structure called convolution on Hom(C, A). If u, 
2: E Hom(C, A) we define the product u * v E Hom(C, A) b! 
ufv =po(u@v)oA: C+A 
The unit of this algebra is the map 7 0 E : C-b A (which we will write E, 
considering k being imbedded in A via 7). The algebra EIom(C, A) is 
functorial in C and A in the sense that: C + Hom(C, A) is a contravariant 
functor from the category of coalgebras to the category of algebra and 
A -+ Hom(C, A) is a covariant functor from the category of algebras to the 
category of algebras. Thus if u, v E Hom(C, A) and f : D --z C is a coalgebra 
morphism and g : A --z B is an algebra morphism then 
go(u*v) =(g0~)*(g~v)EHom(C,IZ) 
and 
(U * v) 0 f = (U 0 f) * (v of) E Hom(D, A) 
Notice that if A = k the algebra structure on C* = Hom(C, K) agrees with 
the one already defined in 1.2. 
In particular, if H is a bialgebra, then End II -= Hom(N, If) is an algebra 
(with unit 6) under convolution where if u, v E End Ii 
DEFIIGTION. If the identity operator I E End II has an inverse s E End H 
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in the convolution algebra, H is called a Hopf algebra and s is an antipode. 
Clearly s is then unique. Thus s is characterized by the equation 
If H is a bialgebra, let 
G(H)=(xEHixfOanddx=xOx), 
P(H) = {x E H 1 Ax = x 0 I + 1 @ x}, 
GH = G(H”) = AIg(H, k), 
Z’, =: P(HO) -= {f E H* 1 Af = f @ E -L E @f ). 
An element of G(H) is called grouplike; an element of Z’(H) is called primitive. 
1.5.1. IdEMMA. (a) ;f x, y E G(II) then xy E G(H) and E(X) = e(y) = 1. 
If H is a Hopf algebra then G(H) is a subgroup of the group of units of N and 
s(x) =: x-‘for x E G(H). Moreover H + G(H) is a covmiant fun&w from the 
category of bialgebras (resp. IIopf algebras) to the category of semi-groups 
(resp. groups). 
(b) $ x, y E P(II) then [x, y] = xy - yx E P(ZI) and c(x) == c(y) := 0. 
Moreover ifp > 0 where p = charactmistic k then x E P(H) implies xp E P(H)* 
Thus P(H) is a (restricted) Lie algebra and H-t P(H) is a covariant fun&or 
from the category of bialgebras to the category of (restricted) Lie algebras. If 
x E P(H) where H is a Hopf algebra then s(x) =: -x. 
The proof is immediate from the definitions. 
1.5.2. PROl~OSrT1O.u. If (H, p, A, 6, 71) is a Hopf algebra with antipode s then 
(1) If u : Ii ---f A is an algebra morphism then u is invertible in the convolution 
algebra Hom(H, A) and u -I =-: u 0 s. Moreover Alg(H, A) is a subgroup of the 
group of units oj Hom(H, A) if A is commutative. 
(2) If v : C -F M is a coalgebra morphism then v is invertible in the convolution 
algebra Hom(C, H) and v-l T= s 0 v. Moreover the set Coalg(C, H) ofcoulgebra 
morphism-s from C into II is a subgroup of the group of rtnifs of Hom(C, H) if C is 
co-commutative. 
(3) Zf u : H, -* 112 is a bi-algebra morphism where H1 and Hz are Hopf 
algebras then u 0 s1 -= sp 0 u. 
(4) .c o s =: 6 == s c E : II -+ k 
(5) P o ts 0 4 or=sop: H@H+H 
(6) ,o(s@s)oA -Aus: H-+H@H 
(7) s c s = I if H is a commutative or co-commutative Hopf algebra. 
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Note that (4), (5), and (6) assert that s : H -+ I-I is an algebra (coalgebra) 
anti-morphism; i.e. s : H -> HOP is a bi-algebra morphism where HOP has 
product and coproduct opposite to that of II. (7) accounts for the choice of the 
word ‘antipode’. 
(IL 3 s) 1_ u -_ (u 0 s) * (u 3 I) I= u c (s *I) z u 3 E .:- E. 
‘Thus u is invertible and u-i : u 0 s. Sincep, : il 3) A --f A and II 0 s : II - -4 
are algebra morphisms when .4 is commutative [by (5)], the last statement in 
(1) follows from the equations II * 2, .= p, D (U @> n) 3 d and w i = u c s. 
(2) The proof is just like (1). 
(3) If 11 : II, l H, is a morphism of bialgebras we have u ’ = u 0 s1 by (1) 
and I(-’ 7 s2 o zl by (2). Thus sa 0 u -- u 0 s1 . 
(4) 6 : II 4 k is a morphism of bialgebras so this follows from (3) 
(5) Since p, : 110 II + II is a coalgebra morphism, p is invertible in the 
convolution algebra Hom(H 3 H, II) and p-r = s 0 p by (2). It thus suffices 
to prove thatp o (S 8 S) c r is also a (left) inverse ofp. pu’ow if u @ b E H @‘H, h 
KP o (s 0 4 o 7) v PI@ 8 4 = 1 -4h) +Q)) a(2) h 
(a).(b) 
=- c(a) 1 S(b(,)) b@) = c(a) e(b) = +I @ b) 
(b) 
(6) Similarly the map d E Alg(H, I-I 8 11) is invertible in Hom(H, H @ H) 
and&i d 3 s by (1). It thus suffices to check that T = (S 0 s) 0 A is a (right) 
inverse of A. If h E H, 
= c Jw@bd 3 4%)) 
:: c h(l)S(h(2)) @ 1 = e(h)(l @ 1). 
(7) If II is commutative then s E Alg(H, H) by (5) so that s-’ = s c s by (I). 
If TZ is co-commutative we also have S-I = s o s by (6) and (2). Rut S-I = 1 
by definition so that s 0 s :: I in either case. 
Remarks. 1. We have seen (Corollary 1.3.3.) that a bi-algebra structure 
on H induces one on Ho. If in addition H is a Hopf algebra with antipode S, 
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then s(ab) = s(b) s(u) by (5) above. Just as in Lemma 1.3.1 (a) we conclude 
that s*(N “) C Ilo so that Ho is also a Hopf algebra with the antipode induced 
on I-10 by restriction of s* : H* + H”. 
2. If 11 is a Hopf algebra with augmentation ideal A’, then .$.A’) C A! by (4) 
so that s(.AW~) C&P-: * by (5). Thus s* carries (&+I) - into itself. 
3. If H, and H, are Hopf algebras with antipodes s1 , S? , then the bialgebra 
11, 0 II2 is a Hopf algebra where s(a 0 b) r= ~~(a) @ s,(b). 
EXAMPLES 
1.6.1. If k[G] is the semi-group algebra of the semi-group G, then the 
semi-group morphisms G -+ G x G and G--z (e> which map g ti (g, g) and 
g t+ e respectively induce algebra morphisms 
A : k[GJ -+ K[G x G’l = K[Gj 63 k[Gj and E : k[G] -P h[{e>] = k. 
K[c;lis a bialgebra where forg E G, dg = g @g andc( g) = 1 and the group-like 
elements of k[GJ are precisely those of G. It is a Hopf algebra (with antipode 
s(g) = ~-1 for g E G) if and only if G is a group. 
1.6.2. If L is a (restricted) Lie algebra with (restricted) universal 
enveloping algebra U(L) then the Lie algebra morphisms L -+ L x L, and 
I, --P (0) (which map x+(x, x) and XI-+ 0 respectively) induce algebra 
morphismsd : U(L)-+ U(L x L) = E(L) & C’(L) and 6 : U(L)-> Cj({O)) - R 
where for .x EL, d(x) = 1 @ x --L x @ 1, and e(x) = 0. U(L) is then a 
Hopf algebra with antipode given by s(x) = --x for x EL. When K has 
characteristic zero or U(L) is the restricted universal enveloping algebra of a 
restricted Lie algebra the primitive elements of U(L) are precisely the 
elements of L. 
1.6.3. Let A(G) be the coordinate ring of an afine algebraic group G. 
The (regular) maps G x G--t G (multiplication) and {e} -F G (unit) induce 
algebra morphisms 
d : A(G) -+ A(G x G) == A(G) @ A(G) and A(G) -+ A({e)) = k. 
A(G) is a Hopf algebra with antipode induced by the regular map G-+ G 
which carries x F* x-l. 
1.6.4. Let H be a Hopf algebra (not necessarily commutative!) whose 
underlying algebra structure is finitely generated and let GA = Alg(H, k). 
We have seen (91.5) that GN is a multiplicative group with unit 6. 13y 
Corollary 1.4.3 there is a finite dimensional subcoalgebra C of H which 
contains a set of generators of H and from $1.3 C is a (left) II*-submodule 
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of H. Since GH is contained in H* we may consider C as a GH module. This 
representation of GH on C is faithful (and finite dimensional) and the image 
of GH in End C is an affinc algebraic group: in fact a closed subgroup of the 
algebraic group Aut C. 
1.7. Let Ii be a bialgebra and let I/, Wbc(left) H-modules. Then V &;. W’ is 
an Ii 0 I-I module; by pull back along the coproduct d : H 4 H @ H, V @ CI’ 
then becomes an H module where h . (z [3 W) &) (hm . v) @jj (IQ, . w). 
Also K is a (trivial) H-module by pull-back along E : II - + K. 
DEFIXITIOS. Let (B, p, +I) be an algebra which is also an If-module. 
U is called an II-module algebra if p : B 3 B + B and 71 : k -+ B are both 
H-module morphisms: that is 
h * (bb’) -. 1 (h(,) . b)(he, . b’) 
(h) 
and h . 1 =: c(h) 1 
for all h E H, b, b’ E B. 
Remark. If B is an H-module algebra and h E I-1 then the map b ‘-t h . b 
from B into B is an algebra morphism (respectively an algebra derivation) 
if h f- G(Z2) (respectively h E P(H)). 
1.7.1. I<xample. If H is a bialgebra and R -= H* then we have seen in 1.3 
that H* is a left H-module where h -f = /,(h)f. Under this action H” is 
an II-module algebra. For if h E II it is easy to check that 
Wh)( .f 3 R) -= x Wd f 0 Wd P 
(11) 
where 
‘I’hen if k E I1 we have: 
;L(h)(fg), k) = tiq, kh) = (f 0 g, dk * Ah) = GVh)(f ~3 R), nk> 
..= (C (Wd.Wh)) cd, k) 
(h) 
and (I.(h)e, k) = (E, kh) -.- c(h)(E, k) so that L(h)< = c(h)E. 
If now A is a bialgebra and we let IZ = Au, then A is a (left) II-submodule 
of II* by Proposition I .4. I so that A is an Ao-module algebra in this way. 
I .7.2. Example. I,et II be a bialgebra, H an algebra and o : ff -* B an 
algebra morphism which has an inverse 7 : H -* B in the convolution algebra 
I-Iom(H, A). Then B is an IJ @ II module where (h @ h’)(b) -= u(h) bT(h’). 
By pull back along A : II + H @ H, B becomes an H-module denoted ciR. 
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Explicitly the module action of H on “B [called the aqoint action associated 
with u E Alg(H, B)] is given by: 
where h E II and bEB 
Then OB is an H-module algebra. Thus if h E H, 6, h’ E B we have: 
(h) (h) 
:= ~4hd u(h,) hb’dh,,,) 
(h, 
7 1 a(hc,,) bb’~(h~,,) = [ad h](W) 
(h) 
and [ad h](l) = xh o(hc,)) lT(hc,)) - e(h) . 1. 
In particular if H is a Hopf algebra, then by part (1) of proposition 1.5.2 
any u E Alg(H, B) is invertible in the convolution algebra Hom(H, B) and the 
adjoint action of H on OB is given by 
lad 4(4 = c h,,h %i$ where l --1 u(h) E B 
Notice that if h E G(H) then [ad h](b) = hhh-r and if h E P(H) then 
[ad h](b) =- h$ - b6. 
1.8. Let B be an H-module algebra. We now define the semi-direct product 
or smash product of B by Has follows: 
1) B # El is an algebra with given algebra isomorphisms i : B -+ B # H, 
j: H-+B#H. 
2) If jB # H denotes the II-module algebra structure as in example 1.7.2 
then B L iB # H is an H-module (algebra) morphism, 
(i.e. i E AlgH (B, iB # H)). 
3) If A is any algebra with maps g E Alg(H, A), f~ AlgH (B, QA) then there 
is a unique algebra morphism M : B #H + A such that the following 
diagram is commutative. 
B#H 
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We may realize B # H by putting an algebra structure on B @ II as 
follows: (we write 6 # h for 6 @ h) 
(6 # w # A’) = ~4h * u 0 k,,h 
(h) 
where 6, 6’ E B h, k’ E II. 
i : B + B # H, b+b#l. 
j: H+B#tf, I1 c-+ 1 # 11. 
Koutinc verification shows that the algebra structure is associative with 
unit I # 1, i and j are algebra morphisms and i is an H-module algebra 
morphism. Given A, f and g as in (3) we define M : R # H + A, 
b # h :-zf(b) g(h) E .4. Another toutine cheek shows that the condition in (3) 
is satisfied with regard to M. 
Of course (B # H, ;,j) is unique up to isomorphism. 
If?r : 1-I -+ End B is the representation of H inducing the given H-module 
algebra structure WC shall sometimes write B #, H for H # H. 
In Example 1.7.1 we may form B #L H. It is then easy to check that the 
map b # h +&,(h) is an algebra morphism from B #,+ H --+ End B. 
(6 : B + B, c +-+ 6~) 
In Example 1.7.2 we denote the smash product by B #0 H. In this case the 
map b # k :---t b r(k) --= bh . 1s an algebra morphism from B #” H --+ B. If B, is 
a subalgebra of B such that ad k(B,,) C B,, for all h E H, then B, is an 
H-module subalgebra of 23, and we may form B, # If. Since the imbedding 
B, # II -+ B #0 II is an algebra morphism, the composition map 
B, # H --t B #,, H -+ B is an algebra morphism. 
EXAMPLES 
1.8.1. If F is a Galois extension of a field k and G is the Galois group of F 
over h then F becomes a k[G’j module-algebra. The algebra F # k[G] is 
simply the usual cross-product F # G (with trivial cocycle); hence, F # k[G] 
is isomorphic to End F. 
1.8.2. If u is a homomorphism from a group G into the group of auto- 
morphisms of another group G’ then (T extends in a natural way to a homo- 
morphism from G into the group of automorphisms Aut k[G’] of the group 
algebra k[G’]. Th’ 1s map in turn lifts uniquely to an algebra morphism from 
K[C; --t End k[G’]. The action A of k[c;I on k[G’] so defined makes k[G’] 
into a k[Gj module algebra. One can show that 
k[G’] #A k[q G k[G’ x, Gl 
where C’ X, G is the ‘semi-direct product’ group. 
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1 A.3. If (T is a homomorphism from a Lie algebraL into the Lie algebra of 
derivations of another Lie algebra L’, then CJ extends in a natural way to a 
homomorphism from L into the Lie algebra of derivations of the universal 
enveloping algebra %(L’). This map in turn lifts uniquely to an algebra 
morphism from g%(L) into End %(L’). The action h of S(L) on %(L’) SO defined 
makes ?[(L’) into a 4?(L)-module algebra. One can show that 
‘/I1(L’) #A @(L) g %(I, x, I,) 
where L’ X, L is the ‘semi-product’ Lie algebra. 
2. DIFFEREKTIAL OPERATORS 
2.1. Let A be a commutative algebra over K and let M and N be A-modules. 
Let Hom,(M, N) consist of those u c Hom(M, ,V) such that u(am) = au(m) for 
all n c A, m E M. For u E Hom(M, 1%‘) and a E .4 we define [u, U] E Hom(M, N) 
by: 
[a, u](m) --_ a . u(m) -- u(am) where m E M. 
DEFINITIOS. We filter Hom(M, :V) by increasing subspaces {9A’1(M, N)> 
where SAn(M, N) is defined inductively by: 
9aO(M, N) -= (u E Hom(M, N)‘[a, U] == 0 for all n E A} = Horn, (M, N) 
2;1-1(M, N) --_ {u E Hom(M, N),[a, U] E SAn(M, N) for all UEA} 
Observe in particular that if u ‘: A then d E B,O(M, M) where C(m) =: am. 
2.1.1. LEMMA. (a) Let 3!f, N, P be A-modules. Then the composition 
mup Hom(M, TV) x Hom(N, P) --f Hom(M, P) which sends (u, v) t+ v 0 II 
carries Qn,“(M, N) x S’aS(N, I’) into 9>+‘(M, P). If II E Hom,(M, N) and 
z, E Hom,(N, P) then 
V 0 9A”(M, N) C .9n,“(ill, P) and 9/p(‘V, P) 0 24 c SA’I(M, P). 
(b) Under compositirm of endomorphisms, (gAn(M, M)} is a filtered 
s&algebra of End M. If u E SZ~~‘(M, M) and v E BAs(M, M) then [II, v] == 
u O v -. v o u E C9;i5C1(M, M) SO that u o v E v o u mod .9>+“-‘(M, M); tJws 
the associated graded algebra is commutative. 
(c) Let A and B be commutative k-algebras and let M, N be A-modules und 
M’, I\:’ be B modules (so that M @ M’ and N 8 hT’ are A @ B modules). 
Then the natural iyjection 
Hom(M, N) @> Hom(M’, N’) -+ Hom(M @ M’, hr @ N’) 
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carries 
Proof. (a) If a E A, u E Hom(M, N), z, E Hom(,V, P), the first part of the 
lemma follows by induction on r + s using the identity: 
[a, v c u] = [a, v] c u + z* 0 [a, 241 E Hom(M, P). 
The second part of (a) then follows from the first because 
I-IOm,(ilf, A’) r-: 4,O( 31, :V). 
(b) The first part of (b) follows from (a) by taking M .:. K :-= P. The 
second part follows by induction on r + s using the identity 
[a, [u, v]] ::--. [[a, ul, VI 7- [u, [a, VII. 
(c) Let u E Hom(M, X) and v E I-Iom(M’, A;‘). The result stated in (c) 
follows by induction on r +- s using the identity: 
[a @ 6, u @ v] .... [a, u] @ (6 0 v) -: (u 3 ii) 3 [6, v] 
where a E A, 6 E B. 
Here (i E 9,O(M, M) sends m w am 
and d E S3,,“(Ar’, N’) sends n’ ti W. 
Observe that 11 cj 6 E .G?nP(!l~, N) if u E gA7(M, 1Y) using the result already 
established in (a). Q.E.L). 
2.2. If M is a vector space over K then A @; M has an A-module structure 
defined by a . (a’ @ m) z-. aa’ @ m. 
Let Y.~ : $2 - A s M be the linear map m -, 1 @ m. It is well known that 
the pair (A @ M, rM) has the following universal property: 
[Cr]: For any A-module N and linear map u E Hom(M, K) there is a 
unique f E Hom,(A @ M, Iv) such that u = f c r, . Thus the mapf++f 0 rM 
from HomA(A @ A+‘, N) into Hom(M, N) is bijective. The inverse map 
Cp : Hom(M, X) -+ Hom,(A @ M, N) 
carries u E Hom(M, Ai) into O(u) E Hom,(il @ M, X) where 
@(~)(a @ m) = au(m). 
Define algebra morphisms 
1 : A - A @ A by Z(a) = a ‘& 1 
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and 
r : A -+ A @A by r(u) = 1 @a 
\I’hen we speak of the A-module structure associated with any A @ A 
module we shall always understand the A-module structure induced by 
pull-back along 1 (rather than Y). In particular if M is any A-module then 
A @ M is naturally an A @ A module and the A-module structure induced 
on A @ M in this way is the module structure associated with the vector 
space M above. Taking M = A, A @ 4 becomes an A-module where a E A 
acts on the left hand member of A @ A. Then I : A -+ A @ A is a morphism 
of A-modules. 
If :M and ,V are A-modules, then Hom(M, N) and Hom(A @-Vi’, K) 
become A 3 A modules (and therefore A-modules) if we d&c: 
(u @ b)u : m F+ uu(bm) where a, SEA, u~Hom(M, X) and mEM. 
(u @ b)f : a’ @ m tAf(uu’ @ hm) =f((u 3 6) . (a’ 3 m)) where 
f e Hom(A @ M, X). 
2.2.1. LEMMA. (a) If I( E Hom(M, X) and a E A then 
[a, u] = (u @ I - 1 @ u) . u. 
(t)) 2An(~Vl, Iv) is an A 0 A-s&module (and so an A-submodule) of 
Hom(M, K). 
(c) Hom,(A @ M, I\:) is an A ‘8 A submodule of Hom(A @ :%!I, X) and the 
mrrp @ : Hom(M, N)-+ Hom,(A 3 152, X) described in [U] above is an 
isomorphism of A @ A modules. 
Proqf. (a) and (c) follow immediately from the definitions. (b) follows 
from 2.1. I (b) and the observation that (u @ b) . u =: d 0 u 0 d where 
d E %,O(M, M) and d E 9Ao(:\T, N). 
I,et p : A @ A -* A be the algebra structure map and define I =: kcrnclp. 
Then p is both an algebra morphism and an A-module morphism so that I 
is both an ideal and an i3-submodule of the algebra A @A. Moreover 
1: A --f A (j-j) A is also a morphism of algebras as well as A-modules and 
p o I : A -P A is the identity map. Thus the sequence 
is split exact sequence of A-mod&s and in particular we obtain the A-module 
decomposition A @ A == Z 0 Z(A). 
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Definep=l--Zop:A@A--bl(l:A@A-+A@Aistheidentity) 
so that 4 is the projection of A @ A onto I corresponding to the section I; 
explicitly q(u @ a’) - a x u’ - au’ 0 1. Of course q E Hom,(A 0 A, I). 0 
Define 6 = q o r as the composition map A .-* A @ A -p I so that 
6a=l@a--u@)l~Z.ClcarlyS=r--:A-~1. 
If K is any subset of the set SE = (0, 1, 2,..., n}, let K’ be the complement 
of K in S,, and let , K 1 denote the cardinality of K. Then if a, ,..., a, is a 
sequence of n -i- 1 elements of A, set uK = rl;rzEK uk and let a+ = 1. 
2.2.2. LEMMA. (a) I is the A-&module (and hence a fortiori the ideal) of 
A@Ageneratedhy& = 1 @a-u@1 whereaEA. 
(b) Pil is the A-submodule of A 3 A generated by (&z,) .** (6u,) - 
CK ( --)lK! uK @ uK’ where a, ,..., a,, E A and KC S ?l. 
Proof. Let w ::: C a, 0 ui’ E I where ai , ai’ E A. Then 0 = P(U) -= x aiui’ 
so that 
w -LY c (Ui g) I)[1 @ fzi’ - q’ @ 1] = z ui * (1 On,’ -- Ui’ .$$ 1) := x a&r,‘). 
This proves (a). The second statement (b) follows immediately by induction. 
2.2.3. PROPOSITIOZI. Let M and X be A-modules and let u E Hom(M, N). 
(a) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) II E c2:An(fl!f, N)
(2) I . u is contained in 5$-‘(M, N) 
(3) In+' * u EC 0 
(4) @(u)[l"" .(A @M)] = 0 
(b) u E a,,n( A, M) if and only ;f @(u)( I”’ ‘) = 0. 
Proof. \Vc know u E ,%?,,n(:V, N) if and only if 
S(u) . I( = (1 $$ a - a @ 1) * 11 = - -[a, U] E 9--‘(M, N). 
Since 9-‘(M, hr) is an A (?J A submodule of Hom(M, N) and Z is generated 
by elements of the form s(a), it follows that (1) and (2) are equivalent. Since 
u E .9,n(M, IV) if and only if I * u :-- 0, (2) is equivalent to (3). Finally the 
equivalcncc of (3) and (4) follows from the isomorphism 
@ : Hom(M, hr)--+ Hom,(A @ M, hr) 
of A @ A modules. Part (b) then follows from the equivalence of (1) and (4). 
2.2.4. Remark. From 2.2.2 (b) it follows that u E S,p(A, M) if and only if 
48x/1312-5 
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@(u)[S(Q,) *.* S(Q,J] = EKea, (-)I”! QK * U(UK,) = 0 for every scqucnce 
Q, Y-.-S a, of n -[- I elements of A. For n = 1 this reduces to 
u(d) := uu(b) + bu(a) - ubu(l) for all Q, b EA. 
Define In(M) = (A @ fM)/(Z’z+ l . (A @ &Z)) so that Jn(A) = (A @ A)/Z”+l 
Q,(A) = J/$(A) @gAga z =: qzn+1 
Der”(A, M) = {u E 53;nAT1(A, M) ; u(l) = 0} and 
Der(A, 32) = Derl(A, fM) 
Let nlz : A @ M + In(M) and JJk : Z-t C&(A) be the canonical epimor- 
phisms and letj, : M j J,,(M) and d, : A -j GJA) be the composition maps: 
Then Jn(M) and J&(A) are A 8 A mod&s and therefore A-modules. 
Moreover the A-module decomposition A @ A -:= Z @ Z(A) induces by 
passage to quotients an A-module decomposition 
J&4) =: (A @ ,4)/Z’- := L&(A) @ f(A) 
and we obtain a commutative diagram: 
where the horizontal maps on the left are the natural inclusions and qn is 
the map induced by passage to quotients from 4. The composition of the upper 
(lower) horizontal maps is the identity. 
2.2.5. Remarks. (a) IIn E Horn,@ 0 -+f, Jn(W> ad in = rLL 0 rbf so 
that @(in) = nn from the (universal) defining property of @. Also 
n: E Homn(Z, J&(A)) and q E Hom,(A @ A, I). Since d,, = nk 3 8 L= 
JJA o q o r it follows similarly that @(d,) - nk c q : A @ A -+ Q,(A). 
(b) From 2.2.4 it follows that Ders(A, M) = 0 and u E Der(A, M) if and 
only if u(ub) == au(b) --(- h(a) for ah a, b E A. 
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(c) If u E Hom(A, #Z) then a(u) E Hom,(A @ A, M); thus we have 
@(u)(Z(Aj) = @(u)(A @ 1) = A . u(1). By 2.2.3 (b) it follows that 
u E Dern(A, M) if and only if @(u)(Z”-1’) =: 0 = @(u)(E(A)). 
2.2.6. TIIEOREM. (a) j,L E gAQ(M, In(M)). Moreover j, is univf33al: ;f 
u E gAn(M, IV) then there is a unique (Y E HomA(J,(M), N) such that a: c jn = u. 
Thus the map Hom,(J,(M), IV) -+ 9‘an(M, N) z&zich curries or’++ CK o jr4 is 
bijective. 
(b) d,, E De+(A, !&(A)). i%Zoreovev (I, is universal: if D E Der”(A, M) there 
is a wt@ue /3 E Hom,(Qn(A), M) such that D = p c d, . Thus the map 
Horn&?,(A), M) --+ Der”(A, M) zuhich curries p t-p /3 c d,, is bzjective. 
Proof. (a) @(j,J = nn by 2.2.5 (a). Since nn : A @ M--j JJM) 
vanishes on Zn+l . (A @ M) it follows by the criterion (4) in 2.2.3 (a) that 
j, E 9ATt(M, Jn(M)). N ow let u E CJAn(M, IV). By the universal property [C] 
there is a unique map D(U) E Hom,(A @ M, N) such that Q(u) c r,, -2 U. 
Ily 2.2.3 (a) it follows that Q(U) vanishes on InA1 . (A @ M) so that 
a(u) = a. 0 J& for a unique cy E Homa(J,(M), X). Thus u = a’(u) 0 T,~ -= 
iy 0 & 0 r,, 7-z iy. 0jn . We may summarize this argument in the following 
commutative diagram: 
(b) By 2.2.5 (a) we have @(d,) = nk 0 q : A @ A --f C&(A). Since 4 is the 
identity on Z and ni vanishes on In-t-* it follows that @(d,J(P-!-I) = 0. Also 
S(1) = I @ 1 - 1 @ I = 0 so that d,,(l) = 0 and hence d, E Der”(A, ~$1) 
by 2.2.3 (b). The fact that any D E Der”(A, M) can be uniquely expressed in 
the form D = /3 c d,, follows from an argument similar to that given in part (a) 
and the commutativity of the diagram. 
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where the unlabeled map A 8; A -+ -GJA) is the composition 
Q.E.D. 
2.3. Let A be an augmented commutative algebra with augmentation 
map E E Alg(A, k) and let JZ denote the kernel of E. If V is a vector space 
over k then Y is a (trivial) A-module by pull back along c. We shall find it 
convenient to write 
and 
QCn(A, V) instead of gAR(A, V) 
WA) instead of LG@<~(A, k). 
2.3.1. PROPOSITION. (a) If u E Hom(A, V) then u E 9;(A, V) if and on& 
if u(&Pl) = 0. If n,, : A -G A,/LP+-~ is the canonical epimorphism then 
4 ++ 4 0 nn is a 6gection from Hom(A/&n-+l, V) onto QCn(A, V). 
(b) 29(A) = (~P+l)l and the transpose map JJ,: : (A/JPI-I)* -F A* 
induces an isomorphism from (A/J.@‘-~)* onto P(A). 
(c) IjJI is a finitely generated ideal of A then S@(A) is a$nite dimensional 
subcoalgehra of A0 and the natural map V @ P(A) --j 9<“(A, V) is bijective. 
Explicitly v @f E V @ P(A) then v @f corresponds to the map in @(A, V) 
rzhich carries a -* (f, a)v. 
Proof. (a) If u E Hom(A, V) and a E A then [CZ, u] E Hom(A, V) is the 
map which sends b I+ u(~(a)h - ah). S ince .M is generated by elements of the 
form e(a)1 -- a we conclude 
[a, u](.bP) = 0 for all a E A if and only if u(&P 1-r) = 0. 
Thus by induction u E gCn(A, V) if and only if u@P+*) = 0. This proves (a). 
Part (b) follows from (a) by choosing V = k. 
If J/Z is finitely generated, then ~Yn-1~ is cofinite and 9,,,(A) = (&‘“I’) is 
a finite dimensional subcoalgebra of A0 by 1.3.9. Using the fact that the 
natural injection V @ W* -+ Hom( V, W) is bijective when W is finite 
dimensional we conclude (when .M is finitely generated) that the map 
V 6 (A/dn+l)* + Hom(A/.M n+‘, V) is bijective. Thus each of the individual 
maps in the chain 
V 8 &@(A) - V @ (A/bP+l)* -P Hom(A/&-:l, V) -* LZ?,~(A, V) 
is bijective and therefore the composite map from V @ Q,“(A) + L2<,“(A, V) 
is bijective. A routine check shows that the map has the stated explicit form. 
QED. 
If E E Alg(A, k), we have agreed above to write P(A) or SC”(A, k) instead 
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of gAn(A, k). More generally, if A and B are commutative k-algebras and 
u E Alg(A, R), then B is an A-module by pull back along (J. We shall then 
write: 
C@,,n(A, B) instead of g,*(A, B) 
DerOn(A, B) instead of Dern(A, B) 
and Diff,(A) instead of ~?‘P(A, A) 
where I : A -* A is the identity map. Note that u E gi,O(A, B). Also by 2.3.1 
(b) Der,‘(A, K) = (A”)‘- n (I)-‘-. 
From 2.1.1. wc have: 
2.3.2. LEMMA. (a) Diff A = {Diff, A} is 0 filtered algebra zmder com- 
position; Diffr A is a Lie algebra where [u, v] = u o v - z o u. 
(b) If o E Alg(A, B) and T E Alg(B, C) where A, B and C are commutative 
algebras then 
B=(B, C) 0 u c 9Z,(A, C) and T c 9”(d, B) C TZ;~,(A, C) 
(c) If o, T E Alg(A, B) then u @I T E Alg(A @A, B @ B) and 
2.4. Throughout the remainder of this section ~2 will denote a commutative 
bialgebra and B a commutative algebra. We have seen in (1 S) that Hom(&, B) 
is an algebra under convolution. 
2.4.1. LEMMA. If u, 7 E Alg(&, B) then u * T E Alg(&, B) and the con- 
colution map Hom(.d, B) x Hom(.rd, B) -+ Hom(.d, B) carries 
9on(d, B) @ ~‘,“(sP’, B) into L?~~~~(.d, B). 
Proof. AS B is commutative, the algebra structure map ps : B @ B -+ B 
is an algebra morphism; thus each of the individual maps in the chain 
u*T =pRO(u@T)od~~ :.d-+.d@.d+B~B-+B 
is an algebra morphism so that u + T E Alg(.d, B). If u E P’,“(&, B) and 
z, E aTm(.&, B) then by part (c) of 2.3.2 we have 
u @ v E ~~~‘@Z @ d, B @ B). 
By 2.3.2 (b) we then have: 
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2.4.2. COROLLARY. 3(d) : {9'$d)} is a$ltered subalgebra of&*. If the 
augmentation ideal .M of A? is f;nitely generated then B(d) is a sub&algebra 
of .@‘O. Ijin addition &’ is a Hopjalgebra then B(s4) is a sub-Hopf algebra of do. 
Proof. Since E * l = E this follows from the lemma above and 1.3.9 
together with Remark 2 of Section 1 S. Q.E.D. 
If a E .al*, we have seen 1.4.1 that R(a) and L(a) define operators in End ~2. 
We define 
EndR&={(uEEnd&/noR(2)=R(2)cuforallaE&*] 
and 
Dif&,” JZ? = (Diff, G?) n End& (J&‘) 
Clearly EndR LS’ is a subalgebra of End ~2 under composition; by 2.3.2 
(a) Dif7.d = (Diff,(&)} is a filtered subalgebra of End zz!. Thus 
DiffR .d = {DiffnR(&‘)} is a filtered subalgebra of End .& under composition. 
2.4.3. PROPOSITION. Let s4 be a commutative bialgebra. Then the map 
L : 2 + L(2) is an algebra isomorphism from L&‘* onto EndR ~2. Its restriction to 
9(d) gives an isomorphism of (filtered) algebras from C3(.d) onto DifIR JZZ. 
Proof We have seen that L(2,2,) = L(2,) 0 L(2,) for 2, , 8, E .&*, so that 
L : SP -+ End &’ is an algebra morphism. The image of L is contained in 
EndR LZ! because L(2,) 0 R(2,) = R(2,) oL(2J. Define 
4 : EndRzZ-+-t* by 4(u) := E 0 u where uEEndR& 
If f E .d and 8 E @‘* then 
(4WP)),f) = <~~w)f) = <w 
so that 4 0 L : ~2’” + SS’* is the identity map. Thus L is injectivc and 4 is 
surjective. 
To prove that (b is injective, let II E EndR SY and assume +(u) == 0. If j6 &’ 
and c? E .d* then 
0 == (yyu), H(2)j) = (6, u[R(2)f]) = (6, R(2) u(f)) -.= (2, u(f)) 
Thus u = 0 so that + is bijective. Since 4 3 L is the identity on L&‘* it follows 
that L is bijective. Hence L (and therefore also its inverse 4) is an algebra 
isomorphism. 
Notice next that L@(d) = B<“(Sa, h) . is naturally contained in B,“(&, JZ’). 
Also if I : S! -+ .G! denotes the identity map then I E g,‘J(,d, ,al). Thus if 
2 E .W(d) we have 
I * 2 E 9,0(d, d) 4 96”(d, d) C 9Fec(d, d) = Dirt;, (s’) by 2.4.1. 
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so that I * a E Dif&(&). But also iff c .&’ we have 
Jwf = 2 <W(z,>f(1) - (I* W) 
(f) 
so that L(Z) = L* 8 E Diff,(&). As we have seen that L(2) E EndR & we 
conclude that L(2) E DiffnR@‘) when 8 E -W(&). 
Conversely if u E DiffnR(&) then 
$(u) = E 0 74 E E ~.9~pz, 32) c 9&(Jz?, k) = W(d) by 2.3.2 (b) 
Q.E.D. 
2.4.4. COROLLARY. The map a++L(Z)is a(Lie algebra)isomorphismfom tlze 
Lie algebra Der,‘(.d, k) onto the Lie algebra Derp(&, *PC) of right invariant 
derivations of Sz. If .d is a Hopf algebra then L induces a (group) z&morph&n 
from thegrozrp Alg(&, k) onto thegroup AutR JZ? of right invariant automorphisms 
of d. 
Proof. If 2 E &‘* then L(2)(1) - (a, 1)l. The first statement then follows 
from 2.4.3 and the definitions of Der,l(.d, k) and DcrP(&, &). If m’ is a 
Hopf algebra then we have seen that Alg(.PI, k) is a subgroup of the group of 
units of ti*. As J&’ is a left .JZ’* module under the L-action, it is clear that 
Z E Alg(.d, k) implies L(a) E AutR &. Conversely if II E AutR *d then 
obviously a(u) = < o u E Alg(&, k). S ince 4 is the inverse of L we are done. 
Q.E.D. 
Recall that by 1.8 (and 2.4.2) the algebra 3. #L 9(&‘) is a subalgebra of 
,d #t .d” which acts in a natural way as endomorphisms of 21. 
2.4.5. THEOREM. Let AC? be a commutative Hopf algebra whose augmentation 
ideal AZ isJini.tely generated. Let B be a commutative algebra and (5 E Alg(,c4, B). 
Then: (a) Tlze map B @ C%‘*(.G+‘) -+ .C30”(ti, B) defined by b @ 3 A 6 o u 0 L(Z) 
is an isomorphtim of B-modules. [for b E B we let 6 E End B be the map b’ LZ bb’]. 
(b) Tlze algebra morphism II : ,d #L 9(.d) -•, Diff(.&) which carries 
f @ 2 .--+ f o L(2) is an isomorphisnz of f&red algebras so that 
Proof. (a) CI E Alg(sf’, B) is invertible in the convolution algebra 
Hom(.&‘, B) by 1.5.2. Let 7 E .41g(&‘, B) be the (left) inverse of (T so that 
7 * u .= E. If u E 9?c3,n(,d, B) then u * u E %‘O”(sZ, B) by 2.4.1. Similarly if 
v E ~J~~~(zzZ, B) then 7 * z: E %+<a(&, B). It is then clear from the associativity of 
the convolution algebra that the map u 4 o * u from 9$(@‘, B) -+ .90n(fd, B) 
is bijective. Also by 2.3.1 (c) the map B @ 9(&J --f 96ff(.~@‘, B) which carries 
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b@adL7]pa(?j8: k + B is the unit map of B) is bijective. Thus the 
composition map 
B @ 9!“(d) --z L-3cyd, B) + s3cy.rd, B) 
is bijective. This map carries b 8 8 t-+ (J * (6 0 7 3 a) E LS,,“(Jal, B). If we let 
o =o*(6~~o8)thenv:.PP-+BcarriesfE&’into 
Thus v = 60 u 0 L(a). 
(b) We have seen in 1.7.1 that ti is an do-module algebra under the 
actionL : JO-+ End.&; in 1.8.1 wesaw that thenatural mapf@ a+*joL(a) 
is an algebra morphism from & #L do + End &. As B(Sa) is a Hopf 
subalgebra of .n1O, .zZ is a g(-QI) module algebra under the same (restricted) 
action and we obtain by composition an algebra morphism 
H:xZ#,9(~)-+~##,~0-+End~ 
which carries f @ 2 E .al#= S?(d) into Jo L(8) E End SC?‘. 
Taking B = & and (T = the identity in part (a) we see that the map 
zz :f@ a+JoL(a) is a bijection from ~4 @ S+(&) onto 
9,n(d, a?‘) = Diff,,(xZ). 
Thus N : .nl #L 9(.c9) -+ Diff SX! is an algebra isomorphism which carries 
.I%’ @ CP(,d) onto DifI&&‘). 
2.4.6. Remark. Notice in part (a), our proof requires only that SY be a 
bialgebra such that D E Alg(d, B) has a (left) inverse in the convolution 
algebra Hom(&, B). We also require, of course, that the augmentation ideal 
of ~9 should be finitely generated: an assumption that is satisfied when the 
algebra structure underlying &’ is finitely generated (or more generally is 
noctherian). 
The map ZZ in part (b) carries A # S(d) isomorphically to Diff,(&) and 
induces an isomorphism between .zZ @ Der,‘(sZ, k) and Dcr,(xZ, .r4). We 
thus have: 
2.4.7. COROLLARY. The map .al @ Der,‘(&, k) -* Der,(.M, ~2221) which 
carries a $j) 8 +b rSL o (a) is a linear isomorphzlvtz. Hence, Der,(.zZ, ~2) is a free 
(left) &-module with rank equal to the dimension of Der,‘(&, k) which equals 
the dimension of JZ/&P. 
2.4.8. COROLLARY. Zf 9(x2) generates the algebra S?(d) then Diff, ,d 
generates the algebra Diff .M’. 
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3. SPLIT COALGERR.?S AND ~IOPF ~~XEBRAS 
3.1. DEFIM'I'IOX. Let C bc a coalgebra over a field k. C is irreducible if any 
two subcoalgebras of C have non-zero intersection. 
C is simple if C has no proper subcoalgebras. 
C is pointed if every simple subcoalgebra of C is one dimensional. 
C is connected if C is pointed and irreducible. 
C is composite if C is spanned by connected subcoalgebras. 
A subcoalgcbra 11 of C is irreducible (resp. simple, etc.) if D is irreducible, 
(resp. simple, etc.) with its induced coalgebra structure. Clearly a subcoalgebra 
of an irreducible (resp. connected or pointed) coalgebra is again irreducible 
(resp. connected or pointed). A maximal irreducible (resp. maximal connected) 
subcoalgcbra of C is called an irreducible component (resp. connected component) 
of c. 
LetG(C)={x~C~x$Oandd~=.z@~}. 
Finally, a finite dimensional algebra is local if it contains a unique maximal 
twosided ideal. 
3.1.1. LEMMA. (a) A simple subcoalgehra of C is finite dimensional and any 
subcoalgebra of C contains at least one simple subcoalgebra. 
(b) If k is algebraically closed, then any co-commutative coalgebra C is 
pointed. 
(c) A coalgebra C is irreducible if and only if C contains exactly one simple 
subcoalgebra T; any subcoalgebra of C must then contain T. 
(d) If x c G(C) then k . x is a one dimensional subcoalgebra of C and the 
map x -* k . x is a bijection from G(C) onto the set of one dimensional sub- 
coalgebras of C. In particular a pointed coalgebra is connected if and only if G(C) 
contains only one member. 
(e) If ‘1’ is a simple subcoalgebra of C, then I” is 4 cojinite maximal twosided 
ideal of algebra A = C*. 
(f) If C isfinite dimensional then C is irreducible (respectively connected) if and 
only if the algebra -4 = C* is a local (respectively augmented local) algebra. 
(g) A jinite dimensional algebra A is local if and only if A contains a nilpotent 
maximal twosided ideal. 
Proof. (a) We have seen (Corollary 1.4.3) that every element of C 
generates a finite dimensional subcoalgebra. Hence every subcoalgebra 
contains finite dimensional subcoalgebras. (a) follows immediately. 
(b) By Proposition 1.4.2 and cocommutivity a simple subcoalgebra of C is 
an irreducible A-submodule of C where A == C*. The assertion then follows 
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from the fact that any finite dimensional irreducible representation of a 
commutative algebra A over an algebraically closed field must bc one 
dimensional. 
(c) That irreducible coalgebras have the stated property is clear from the 
result established in 1.4.3 that the intersection of (simple) subcoalgcbras is 
again a subcoalgebra. Conversely if T is the only simple subcoalgebra of C, 
then every subcoalgebra of C must contain T so that C is irreducible. 
(d) Let T be a one dimensional subcoalgebra and let x be the unique 
element of T such that e(x) -= 1. Then Ax -= x @X so that x E G(C). For 
if Ax -= Ax @ x then x == E(~X)X = AX whence h == 1. Conversely if x E G(C), 
it is immediate that e(x) = 1 and x gcncrates a one-dimensional subcoalgebra 
of c. 
(e) If T is a simple subcoalgebra of C then ‘I’- is a simple (finite dimen- 
sional) algebra. From the exact sequence 0 + T-‘--f C* ---F T* -+ 0 we 
conclude that T’ is a maximal ideal of C*. 
(f) WC have seen that subcoalgebras D of C correspond to twosidcd ideals 
D L of A = C*. By part (c) we conclude that C is irreducible if and only if A 
contains only one maximal ideal; i.e. A is a local algebra. Since an irreducible 
coalgebra is connected if and only if its simple subcoalgebra is one dimen- 
sional, the assertions of(f) are clear. 
(g) Since A is finite dimensional, the Jacobson radical of A is the inter- 
section of the maxima1 twosidcd ideals. The assertion then follows from the 
fact that the Jacobson radical is the largest nilpotent ideal of A. 
3.1.2. PROPOSITION. (a) Let C = C Ci h w et-e each Ci k a subconlgebra of C. 
Then 
1. ,4ny simple subcoulgebra of C is contained in one qf the Ci . 
2. C is irredllcible if and only if each Ci is irreducible and nCi .# 0. 
3. C is pointed if and only if each Ci is pointed. In particular any composite 
coalgebra is pointed. 
(b) I?very irreducible (resp. connected) subcoalgebra of C is contained in a 
unique irreducible (resp. connected) component of C. 
(c) The irreducible components are linearly independent. They span C zj C is 
co-commutative. In particular a pointed co-commutative coalgebra is composite. 
(d) If C := u {Ci j i E I} where each Ci is irreducible then {Ci 1 i E I> are the 
irreducible components of C. Thus if D is an irreducible subcoalgebra of C then 
D C C, for some i. 
(e) If every element qf C is contained in an irreducible subcoalgebra then C 
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is irreducible. lf awry element of C is contained in a connected subcoalgebra 
then C is connected. 
(f) Let f : C -+ D b e a coalgebra morpkism. Then f (C) is connected if C is 
connected; f(C) is irreducible and co-commutative if C is irreducible and EO- 
commutative. Move generally if C is irreducible zoith co-commutative simple 
subcoalgebva T, then f (C) is irreducible zvith simple subcoalgebra f (1’). 
Proof. (a) 1. Let T be a simple subcoalgebra of C. As 1’ is finite dimen- 
sional, it is contained in the sum of a fmite number of the Ci . Thus we may 
assume the sum C = x Ci is itself finite. Then 
TCC=iC, 
I,=1 
Taking annihilators gives 
T-l. 3 0 = fi Ik 
k-1 
where I, = C!,’ 
Since I’- is maximal (3.1.1. (e)), C*jl’l is a simpfe ring so from the con- 
tainment Jr ... l, C T’ we obtain by passage to quotients that IJ: C T- for 
some k. Thus 
C, :=: IkL 3 T. 
(a) 2. If C ..= C Ci is irreducible and T is the unique simple subcoalgebra 
of C, then each Ci is irreducible and contains T so that fi Ci f 0. 
Conversely if Ci is irreducible and 0 Ci .# 0 choose a simple subcoalgebra 
1’C n c, 
Then T C C, so that T is the unique simple subcoalgebra of Ci . By (a)l, it 
follows that T is the only simple subcoalgebra of C S~J that C is irreducible. 
(a) 3. follows immediately from (a) I. 
(b) The unique irreducible component containing an irreducible sub- 
coalgebra I) is simply the sunz of all the irreducible subcoalgebras containing D. 
This is irreducible by (a) 2. 
(c) Let {Ci}iEr be the distinct irreducible components and let Ti lx the 
simple subcoalgebra contained in C, . We first prove independence. 
If CinCjtiiCi=O then TiCC,i,iCj. Hence by (a) 1, T,CC, for 
some j =: i. Then Ci n Cj f 0 so that Ci -j- Cj is irreducible by (a) 2. This 
contradicts the fact that each C;; is maximal irreducible. 
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To prove that the Ci span C when C is co-commutative is equivalent to 
showing that if s E C then x == x xi where each xi lies in an irreducible 
subcoalgebra. Since the subcoalgebra X generated by .X is finite dimensional, 
it suffices to prove (c) for a j&k dimensiional coalgcbra for we could then 
conclude that x = x xi where each xi lies in an irreducible subcoalgebra of X. 
These are also irreducible subcoalgebras of C. 
If then C is a finite dimensional coalgebra, A =.: C* is a direct product of 
local algebras. 
A =: n: Ai where each Ai is a local algebra ([If], pg. 205, Thm. 3). Thus 
C = ~~ Ci where Ci = Ai* is an irreducible coalgebra by 3. I. 1. (f). 
(d) If Di is the irreducible component containing Ci it is clear L)i # nj if 
iij. Since C Di = C, it follows from part (c) that ni L= Ci and (CJ 
exhausts the set of irreducible components. 
(c) The first part of(e) f o 11 ows immediately from (c) and (d). Since a split 
irreducible coalgebra is connected, the second part then follows from the first. 
(f) It suffices to prove the last assertion. Let y E D. Choose x E C such that 
f(x) - y and let X be the subcoalgebra generated by x. Clearly T C X. It 
suffices by part (e) to show thatf(X) is irreducible with simple subcoalgebra 
f(7). We may thus assume that C is finite dimensional and f is surjective. 
First assume that C is connected. 
By 3.1.1 (f) and duality it suffices to show the following: if A is a finite 
dimensional local algebra with maximal twosided idea1 .A’ where A/A is 
commutative, then any subalgebra B is local with maxima1 ideal B n &?‘. Let 
N .= B n A? then .N is nilpotent since A is nilpotent. Moreover B/.N is 
a subalgebra of the (finite-dimensional) field A/& so that B/Jr/- is a field and 
therefore J” is maximal. It follows by 3.1.1 (g) that B is local with maximal 
ideal JV. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. If 0” E G(C) let Cu denote the connected component of C 
which contains R (see 3.1.3 (b)). 
3.1.3. COROLLARY. (a) Let C = C Ci . Then C is connected if and only q 
each Ci is connected and (I C, # 0. 
(b) Ezery connected subcoalgebra of C is contained in a unique connected 
component of C. The connected components of C are precisely (0 ) g E G(C)}, 
07 again those irreducible components of C whose simple subcoalgebras are one 
dimensional. 
(c) [f C is composite, then C is the direct sum of its connected components. 
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Conversely let S C G(C) and for each g E S let C(g) be a connected subcoalgebru 
of C such that 
c = LI C(g) 
9e.S 
Then C is composite, S -.. : G(C) and C(g) = 0 is the connected component of C 
containing g. 
(d) I,etf: C -+ D b e a coalgebra morphism. If g E G(C) thenf( g) E G( 7~) and 
f(O) C W(g). Moreover f (G(C)) = G(f (C)) if C is composite. 
(e) Let f : C - D be a coalgebra morphism. If C is composite the?zf(C) is a 
composite subcoalgebra of D. 
Proof, (a) If each C, is connected and n Ci #I 0 then C C, is irreducib!e 
and therefore connected by part (a) 2 of the proposition. 
(b) The sum of all the connected suhcoalgehras containing a given 
connected suhcoalgehra is connected by (a). The rest of (h) is then clear. 
(c) This follows from parts (c), (d) and (a) 3 of the proposition and the 
fact that the connected components and the irreducible components coincide 
for a composite coalgebra. 
(d) If g E G(C) then c(f(g)) = c(g) :- 1 so that f(g) Ifi 0. Since 
Of(g) = (f @f)( g @g) it follows thatf (g) E G(D). Sincef (0) is connected 
by part (f) of the proposition and contains the one dimensional subcoalgebra 
k *f(g) WC conclude that f(0) . rs connected and f(P) C D’(!J). Moreover 
if C is composite and g’ E G(f(C)) then k *g’ Cf(C) == &f(0) so that 
g’ Ed for some g E G(C) by 3.1.2 (a). Then g’ =-f(g) because f(0) is 
connected. 
(e) If C is composite then C is spanned by {Cg : g f G} so that f(C) is 
spanned by (f(0) [ g E G). As f (0) is connected we arc done. Q.E.D. 
3.2. Let C he a coalgehra and let C+ 1 ker cc . If f : C 4 D is a coalgebra 
morphism it follows from the identity Ed of = cc that f(C+) C W. Xow 
assume that C is connected. Let 1 denote the unique element of G(C) and let 
JL~ = 1 L he the augmentation idea1 of A =: C*; we obtain direct sum 
decompositions: 
These decompositions determine projections: 
EC : C .-* C mapping c + c - c(c)1 E C+ for all c E C 
(F)* : A + A mapping f ++f-.f(l)ccA’ forall fEA 
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Using the notation of 1.3, we define Snc : C -P @+I C as the composition 
n-t1 7lfl 
S,= = @ EC c Ant : C - $) C 
When the coalgebra is understood we write simply E, A,, S,L. We shall 
continue to write A for A, and 6 for 6, . Since E(C) = C+ it follows that S,(C) 
is contained in @-1-t CT. Also S,l == 0 so that S,c - S,E where E = E(c) E C+. 
Define 
C, == Kernel S,= 
(,>*A =z c, n c+ 
P(C) = cl+. 
The elements of P(C) are called primitive. Xote that A,, : C-t C is the 
identity map so that 6, = E and C,, = Ker S, = k . 1. Thus C = C-i- @ C, . 
It will also be convenient to define C-r = 0. 
3.2.1. LEMMA. Let C and C’ be connected coalgebras. 
(a) If c 5 C then 6c = AC - (c @ 1 + 1 @ c) + c(c)1 8 1; thus in par- 
ticularifcEC+thenSc=Ac-(c@l -i-~@~)EC+@C’-and 
P(C) = {c E C ! AC = c @ 1 -/- 1 0 c} 
AlsoifcECthen6c=;Sc=Ac--(ZOl +lk@~)where~=Zk:cC+. 
(b) Iff: C-2 C’ . 2s a coalgebra morphism then 6’ 0 f = f 0 I? : C + C’ aHd 
11 il n-i 1 
A,‘~,f=@f~A,:C-+@C’ 
so that 
Finally f (C,,) C C,,‘; moreover if f is injective then f (C,) = f(C) IT C,,‘. 
(c) I,et C, D be arbitrary coalgebras and Cg the connected component of C which 
contains g E G(C). If f : C -+ D is a coakebra morphism then f (C,,g) C @dg’. 
Proof. (a) If c E C then 
Sc=(E@E)~Ac -=c( C(l) - &d 1) ,+3 (C(e) - 4%)) 1) 
CC) 
= AC - (c @ 1 j- 1 8 c) $ l (c)(l @ 1) 
Since 61 = 0 it is clear that SZ =: SC. 
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(b) The stated identities follow immediately from the definitions. If x E C, 
then 6,x - 0 so that 8,’ cf(x) = $~~.!.lf 0 S,(x) = 0 and thereforef(x) E C,‘. 
Finally iff is injective then @‘.lf : @+I C + on’i C’ is injective. Thus if 
x E C thenf(x) E C,’ if and only if 6,’ of(x) = @-blf 3 S,(x) = 0; i.e. if and 
only if 6,x .-:: 0; that is, x E C,, . 
(c) follows at once from part (b) and 3.1.3 (d). Q.E.D. 
3.2.2. PROPOSITION. Let C be a connected coalgebra and let ./& --= 1’. be the 
augmentation ideal of the dual algebra A = C*. Furthermore let B be a dense 
subalgebra of A and let M = B n .X. 
(a) If D U a subcoalgebra of C then D is connected a?ld D, = D n C,, 
(b) C;, = (Mn+l)i; in particular C, = (&W-l)* 
(c) If c E C then c E C, if and only if L(f )c E C,+., ,for all f E JV (recall for 
the case n = 0 that C-, -:-1 0) 
(d) If D is an n-dimensional subcoalgebra of C then D C C,,-l 
(e) c := u c, 
(f) If COP is the coalgebra obtained from C by ‘twisting’ the coproduct 
[dop .z 7 o .4] then Cop is connected and (COP), = (Cz)op 
Proof. (a) It is clear from the definition that D is connected and j : D + C 
is a coalgebra morphism. The result stated then follows at once from 3.2.1 (b). 
(b) WC first prove that C, = (J&‘~Y-‘)-~. If fO ,..., fn E A and c E C we have 
Cf, % *.. ,SfP,, u+ = 00 0 ..* Of?? > 44) = Cf, .**j;, 9 ci 
whercj’ = f 0 6 ::= f -- f (l)e EA!. This shows that C, = (.A+P~)~. 
Since Jr C .A? we have Nn+ l C An +r so that C, =: (.A’“-: r)! C (AJ’“~~~~)-~. Sow 
let s c (A’-? ’ l) .- and choose a finite dimensional subcoalgebra I) of C which 
contains x. Because B is dense in d it follows that the natural algebra mor- 
phism 5~ : B -* ZY is surjective and .R = r(N) is the augmentation idcal 
of I>*. As we have already established C;, = (.A?.-I)-- it follows that 
11, = (JF~~+~)~ so that x E Dn . By part (a) we conclude x E C,, . This proves 
(b). 
(c) This follows from (b) and the fact that (.,P, L(f)c) =: 0 for allfg .N 
if and only if (JP+~, c) -= 0. 
(d) By 3.1.1 (f), D* is an n-dimensional local algebra with augmentation 
ideal J. Then /” = 0 so that D = (J”),‘- : D,-, by part (b). The result then 
from part (a). 
(c) Since every element of C is contained in a finite dimensional suh- 
coalgebra this is clear in view of part (d). 
(f) is clear from the definitions. QED. 
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3.2.3. PROPOSITION. Let F he a jield containing k and let CF == F @Jli C 
he the coalgebra owr F obtained from the coalgebra C by “extending scalars.” 
(a) If C is connected then C, is connected and (C,), := F @ C, . 
(b) If C is composite fhen C, is composite and the connected components of C, 
are {F @ 0’ 1 g E G(C)}. Moreowr G(C,) = { 1 @ g 1 g c G(C)). 
Now let C he co-commutative andF purely inseparable over k. 
(c) If C is irredmible, then C, is irreducible. More generally: 
(d) The irreducible components of C, are given by (F @ Ci 1 Ci irreducible 
component of C). 
Proof. (a) To prove that CF is connected it suffices by 3.1.2 (e) to proof 
that every x E CF is contained in a connected subcoalgebra of CF. Since there 
is a finite dimensional subcoalgcbra D of C with the property that 
XED~CC;., it suffices to show that 11, is connected. Thus we arc reduced 
to proving that C, is connected when C is finite dimensional. In this case we 
have 
C,* = Homp(CF, F) = Hom,(C, F) = F @ C* 
It thus suffices by 3.1.1 (f) to show that if A is a finite dimensional augmented 
local algebra over k, then A, = E’ @ A is an augmented local algebra over F. 
If E : A + k is the augmentation map of A, then the kernel .A! of E is a 
nilpotent ideal of A. The augmentation map of the algebra AF =: F @ A is 
1 @ E : F @I A -+ F. Since the kernel of this map is the nilpotent ideal 
F @ &?, WC axe done. 
To prove that (C’,), = F @ C, , observe that the algebra A, is dense in 
(C,)* = Hom,(C, , F). If M is the augmentation ideal of (C,)* and .M is the 
augmentation ideal of A then AF n M == F @ J%Z. 
By 3.2.2. (b) we conclude 
(b) If C is composite then C = u (0 ( g E G(C)}. Then 
Since each I; @ 0 is a connected coalgebra over F by part (a), the result 
stated follows from 3. I .3 (c). 
(c) Just as in part (a) we may assume C is finite dimensional. Then 
(C,)* = F 3 C*. By 3.1.1 (f) it thus suffices to show that if A is a finite 
dimensional commutative local k-algebra with maximal ideal .A then F @ A 
is again local. Since F is purely inseparable of characteristic p, if x E F 3 A 
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there is an integer n such that xp” E k @ A = A. If xp” 4 Ed’, then .@‘% is 
invertible in A (A is local) so that x is invertible in F @ A. Thus 
{x EF @ A 1 some power of x lies in JH) 
is the unique maximal ideal of F $$ A so that F <$ A is local. 
(d) IfC = LI{Cil i E I} where the Ci are the irreducible components of C 
then C, := u (F $J C, 1 i E 13. Since each F @ Ci is irreducible by part (c), 
the result follows from 3.1.2 (d). 
3.2.4. hOPOSITIOS. Let C and D be coalgebras 
(a) If C and D are each connected then C @ D is connected and (C @ D),, = 
XI=,, C, $$ DyLdh ; more02;er (C @ D)n n (CT @ P) .= CII: Ck+ (x> Di.-, . 
(b) If C and D are each composite then C (a D is composite and the connected 
components of C 8 D are (0 (2~ Dh 1 (g, h) E G(C) 0 G(D)). Moreover 
G(C 0 D) = {g @ h ; g E G(C), h E G(D)}. 
Proof. (a) To prove C @ D is connected, it suffices by 3.1.2 (e) to prove 
that every finite dimensional subcoalgebra of C @ D is connected. Since 
such a subcoalgebra is contained in one of the form C’ @) 1)’ where C’ and D’ 
arc finite dimensional subcoalgebras of C and D we may assume that C and D 
are themselves finite dimensional. 
If A = C* and B -= D* then A and U are local algebras with maximal 
twosided ideals A” and N, each nilpotent and of codimension one. Since the 
idcal A $j) .,V +- .A $2 B is clearly nilpotent and of codimension one in the 
algebra A @ B = (C @ D)*, we conclude by 3.1 .l that C @ D is connected. 
To prove that (C @ D)?, = &+.-,, C, @ D, , let A = C* and B -= D* 
(note that C and D are no longer assumed to be finite dimensional). If 1%’ is 
the augmentation ideal of the algebra (C $j D)* and .A?, JV are the augmen- 
tation ideals of -4 and B then we have 
(AsB)niM= rl~~V*-t./i!@B. 
Since ,/I 0 B is a dense subalgebra of (C 0 D)* we conclude by 3.2.2 (b) that 
(C (xl I,), =: [(A 3 .A’- -;- .A! $$ B)lll-lll. : [&J@‘-’ 3) JP-$ 
z ,fi, (.kP 1-3 (j.g ./v-“-y 
= fj (C, @ D )- C @ II,-,-,) 
Ic=-1 
where C_, ..= 0 L- D-, 
=. c C, $$ D, 
T-t-s=n 
481/x3:2-6 
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Finally C, = C,, @ C,.i- and D, = D, @ D,‘- so that 
where 
T -.= (-‘,-- @ Do -I- Co @ 0,’ T Co @ Do 
Thus 
n-1 
(C @ D),& n (C’ @ D’) = c Ck-‘- @ D;dK + T n (C’ @j 0’). 
I;??1 
Since C 3 D == [C- @ Dt] @ [Cl @ Do -k- Co @ D-- -I- C, @ D,,] we have 
Tn(C+gD+ ) = 0. This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) If C and D are composite we have C == u {Co 1 g E G(C)} and 
D = JJ {I>” ( h E G(D)} so that 
C @ D = JJ {Cg @ D’l ) (g, h) E G(C) @ G(D)}. 
Since each Cg @ D” is connected by part (a), it follows from 3.1.3 (c) that 
C @ D is composite, G(C @ D) = {g @ A / (g, h) E G(C) @ G(D)} and that 
0 @ Dh is the connected component of C @ D which contains g @ h. 
3.23. COROLLARY. (a) Let C be a connected coalgebra. Then C 0 C is 
connected and AC,, C (C @ C), . Moreover the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
1. XEC, 
2. sx E (C @ C), 
n-1 
3. sx E c c,+ @ c:-, 
k=l 
4. s.2: E cc-1 g$ c,+_, 
5. sx E c+, 0 cl,-, 
(b) If C and D are connected (resp. composite subcoalgebras of a bialgebra 
(fi, p, A) then C . D = p(C @ D) is a connected (resp. composite) subcoalgebra 
of II; moreover (when C and D are connected) C,, . D, C (C * D),,,,, . 
(c) Let Cl, C2 ,..., Cr be connected coalgebras and Pi = P(Ci). Then 
C = Cl @ a.. @ Cr is a connecfed coalgebra and the map I’, x ... x I’, -+ P(C) 
(Xl , x2 I..., X,)F>Xl@l @I @-**@I 
-kl 0x2 @ 1 @ .** @ 1 -+ ... .t 1 @ 1 0 -*. @ 1 ox, 
is a linear isonwrphism. 
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Proof. (a) To prove that dC, C (C @ C), it suffices by 3.2.2 (b) to show 
(using the notation of 3.2.4 (a)) that if (JP+i, x) = 0 then 
Since 
((A @ .A! -j- “d @ A)-‘, dx) -= 0. 
and 
(.A?’ @ .,A*, Ax) == (J-P+ s, x) 
this is clear. The implication 1 implies 2 then follows from the identity 
hx z Ax -(x@1+1~x)-+E(x)l@I 
Since SC is contained in C+ @ C’ the implication 2 implies 3 follows from 
3.2.4 (a). 3 implies 4 and 4 implies 5 are clear. Finally if Sx E C-r @ C,-, and 
f E JA? = lL then L(f )x = (I 8 f) Ax E C,-, so that x E C, by 3.2.2. (c). 
(b) If (H, p, A) is a bialgehra then p: H @I N + H is a coalgebra morphism. 
If C and D arc connected (resp. composite) then C 3 D is a connected 
(resp. composite) subcoalgebra of H @B by the last proposition and 
C . 11 - p(C @ D) is connected (resp. composite) by 3.1.2 (f) (rasp. 3.1.3 (f)). 
Finally when C and D are connected then C,, @ D, is contained in 
(C @ D),,, so that 
by 3.2.1 (b). 
For (c) it is clear by induction on Y that 
P(C) : P, cg 1 @ ... @ 1 $ 1 @Pa @ 1 6) ‘.. @ 1 + 1 @ *.. @ I j@ -p, . 
Since the map from Z’r x **. x P, ---f P(C) is injective (it has for left inverse 
the map 
the corollary is proved. 
The following is a very useful lemma: 
3.2.6. I,EM.MA. Lei f : C1 + D be a coalgefm morphism where C is connected. 
Zf f is injective z&en restricted to P(C) (i.e. Kerf n P(C) = 0) then f is 
injective. 
Proof. Since f is a coalgebra morphism we have ecf(l)) = 1 and 
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c(f(P(C)) = 0 so that f is injective on C, = k . 1 @ Z’(C). Suppose by 
induction that f is injective on C, where II > 1 and Ict x E C,,, . By 3.2.5. (a) 
dx=x$Jl+l@x+T where TEC,@C,. 
Thus if f(x) = 0, we have 0 = Af (x) = (f @ f )(dx) =-= (f 0 f)(T). If 
g=fIC,theng:C,-~Disinjectivesothatg(~g:C,,OC,-tDOI>is 
injective. Since 0 =-L (f @ f )(T) = (g @f)(T), we conclude T = 0 so that 
x c- P(C). Thus x = 0 by hypothesis. 
3.2.7. COROLLARY. Let C be a connected coalgebra. 
(a) Let I be a coideal of C. if ICI P(C) := 0 then I .= 0. 
(1)) Let A = C* be the dual algebra. If B is a subakebra of A such that 
B- n P(C) = 0, then B is dense inA. 
(c) Let D be a coalgebra and let f, g : D -+ C he two coalgebra morphisms 
such that Im(f-g)n P(C) = 0. Thw f L= g. 
Proof. (a) Apply the lemma to the canonical coalgebra morphism 
x: c-+cp. 
(b) If I = B’ then I is a coideal of C by 1 .I. The result then follows from 
pa* (4. 
(c) If I = Im(f -g) th en I is a coideal of C by 1.1. The result then 
follows from part (a). 
3.3. Let N = (0, I, 2,...} be the set of nonnegative integers. If I is any 
set let N(‘J be the additive semi-group of functions cy : I -> N which are zero 
for all but a finite number of i ~1. For each i ~1, define ei E W) by the 
equation 
Q(j) = 1 j-i 
= 0 j f i. 
If (Y E N(l) then OL = zip, a(i) ci and WJ is a free abelian semi-group with 
basis {ci 1 i c I}. If (Y, /3 E N(l) define Supp (Y = {i c I 1 x(i) f 0) and 
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Sayor,</3ifcu(i)</3(i)foralliElandLu<,Bifoc</?anda:+/3.Then 
i E Supp cy if and only if l p. < 01. 
Let C be a co-commutative connected coalgebra, A == C* and &Z the 
augmentation idea1 of A. Let {ci)iEI be a basis of P(C). For each if I, choose 
fi E .k such that (fi , cl> = 6ij . Then define 
and f 3 z ni,, (f$i where CY. = 1 tz$~ E WJ. Clearly pi-6 =: f” *f e where 
%,/~EN(I) andfocdn wheren = 10~1. 
Let B be the subalgebra of A generated by the family {fi j i E 1). Clearly B 
is the subspace of A spanned by the functionals {fJL ( a: E No’}. 
3.3.1. PROPOSITION. (a) B is a dense subalgebra of A. 
(b) IfcECthencEC,,ifandonlyif(fd,c) =Ozzhenecer,(~~ :>n. 
(c) If D is a finite dimensional subcoalgebra of C, then (f”, D> := 0 for all 
but a finite number of (2 E N(‘J : I iy 2 n}. 
Proof. (a) It is clear from the definition that BL n P = 0, so that (a) 
follows from 3.2.7. (b). 
(b) If JV -- B n A, it is clear that JV is spanned by {p : ! 01 / ; 0} so 
that NTtl is spanned by {f” : ! (Y 1 > r}. The result then follows from 
3.2.2. (b). 
(c) Since D is finite dimensional, D, = k . l -L D n P(C) is finite dimen- 
sional. It is then clear from the definition of fi that the set (i EI i ( fi , D,> # 0) 
isaFnitesubsetJofI:IfIr!=nandjESuppa,letB--n--j.Thcn 
i/3/ = n - 1 andL(f6) DCD,. Since 
(f”, D> = 0 if and only if (fj ,L(ffi)D> - 0 
it follows that (f 3L, D) -= 0 unless Supp (Y C J. 
3.3.2. COROLLARY. If c E C, and (fa, c) = 0 for all N E hi(I) such that 
/ iy 1 - n, then c E C,-, . 
Proof. If ) /3 1 > n then f 0 E &Pi-l so that (f a, c) = 0. The assertion then 
follows from (b). 
3.4. Let A be a commutative algebra over a field k. A is split if every 
cofinite maximal ideal of A has codimension one. Clearly this is equivalent to 
the only simple finite dimensional A-modules being one dimensional. 
Let Gn -= Alg(A, K). 
3.4.1. LEMMA. Let A be a commutative algebra over a jield k. 
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(a) A is @it ;f and only q A0 is a pointed coalgebra. (Recall that A0 is 
pointed o A0 is composite by 3. I .2.) 
(b) If k is algebraically closed, then A is split. 
(c) G,, = G(AO) and the map g H k * g is a bzjection from GA oato the 
set of one dimensional subcoalgebras of A”. 
Proof. (a) Let JJ be the set of cofinite ideals of A and %’ the set of finite 
dimensional subcoalgebras of A”. If I E 9 then I’- E 5? by I .3.2 and the map 
I ++ IL is a bijection from 9 onto V? (if L) E V, then DL E 9 and DLL = D 
because D is finite dimensional: the map It+ P is therefore surjective). 
The assertion (a) then follows from the fact that dim P -= codim I. 
(b) follows directly or from (a) and 3.1 .I (b). 
(c) If A : A0 -+ A0 @ A0 is the coproduct map of A”, we must show that 
G, = Alg(A, k) = {f E A* 1 f # 0 and Af = f Of). This is the set denoted 
G(AO) in 93. I . This equality follows from the formula 
(Af -f @,f, a 0 6 -f(4 --f(a>f(b) where a,bEA, fcA*. 
The result asserted is then a consequence of 3.1.1. d. Q.E.D. 
Let x E GA and let A&‘% = kernel x; thus AZ is an ideal of A having 
codimension one. In Section 2 we defined 
.9:,“(A) = sxn(A, k) 
and saw that if the ideal A!* is finitely generated then TZ~“(A) is a subcoalgebra 
of A”. 
Let 9%(A) = (Jn Qzn(A). 
3.4.2. PROPOSITION. (a) If JZ1: is ajnitelygenerated ideal of A, then 9:,(A) 
is the connected component of A0 containing x E GA . Moreover 
that is, the natural filtration defined in 3.2.1 (for any connected coalgebra) 
agrees on 9*(A) with thefiltration dejned in Section 2 for differential operators. 
(b) If A is a finitely generated split commutative algebra then the set 
{.9,(A) ( x E GA} are the connected components of A0 and 
A0 = u C@%(A) 
z 
Proof. (a) If .M= is finitely generated, then we have seen that 
9,=(A) = (A?;+~)~ C A”. 
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Moreover x E 92(A) .= K . X. To prove that sz(A) is connected, it &ices 
by 3.1.1. (c) to show that any simple subcoalgebra D of gz’“(A) must contain X. 
But if 
then 
JJ/q&q;-')I-'. )= &yl where M = Di. 
Since M is a maximal ideal of ,4, it is prime and so M 3 &i’, . Since Mz is 
maximal, M = &Yz and so D = ill’ = J&‘,~ = k . J. Thus~~A) is a connected 
subcoalgebra of A”. 
Let Azo denote the connected component of A0 which contains X. Then 
we have shown that gz(A) C Azo. To prove equality let D be a finite dimen- 
sional subcoalgebra of A,O. Then k * x is the only simple subcoalgebra 
contained in D. If I ~1: ZY- then I is a cofinite ideal of A and JJ?, = x1 is the 
only maximal ideal containing 2. Thus A/I is a finite dimensional local 
algebra having maximal ideal &?,!;I. Hence .&,/I is nilpotent so that 
J&‘:~’ C I for some Y. Since D is finite dimensional we then have 
I) = Z! C (J%‘:‘-‘)’ = JY~~~(A). This proves that 9:,(A) == A,O. 
For notational convenience let C denote 58,(A). Then the natural algebra 
morphism from A into C* obviously carries A onto a dense subalgebra B 
of C*. If J, denotes the augmentation ideal of C* then this algebra morphism 
obviously carries .M, onto N, n B. We know 9,JA), = C, = (JVE”)~ and 
.9,‘(A) = (.MG-t.l)i = (.Nz+’ n B)l. By 3.2.2. (b) these two expressions arc 
equal. This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) If A is a finitely generated algebra, then of course each kg is a finitely 
generated ideal so that .9,JA) is the connected component of A0 containing 
x E G, . Since A is a split, As is a composite coalgebra by 3.4.1 and A0 is the 
direct sum of its connected components. Putting these results together gives 
(b). Q.E.D. 
3.5. DEFINITIOK. A co-commutative bialgebra His composite if the under- 
lying coalgebra of H is composite and is connected if the underlying coalgebra 
structure of H is connected. A commutative bialgebra is split if the underlying 
algebra structure is split. 
3.5.1. LEMMA. Let C be a connected coalgebra and let B be an arbitrary 
algebra. If v E Hom(C, B) and o(l) = 0 then E - ‘L) U inwertible in the con- 
volution algebra Hom(C, B) and (E - v)-1 = s vn. More gene-rally, a linear 
map u E Hom(C, B) is invertible if and only if u( I) is an invertible element of B. 
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P~of$ Clearly 
(*I E - 2’n+1 = (c - v) * (E + z, + . . . -I- fp) 
L- (< -(- 2, + . . . .+ gL) * (e - v) 
It is easy to check that z(C,,) = 0 implies ZI” 1 ‘(C,) = 0. Since any c E C is 
contained in some C, by 3.2.2. (e), C z’~ determines a map a in Hom(C, B). 
Moreover E := (c - z) * w q = w * (c - V) since this identity reduces to (*) 
on each C, . 
In particular it follows that if w E Hom(C, B) is a linear map such that 
ZL’( 1) = 1 then w is invertible [if D = c - w then n( 1) -= 0 so that 6 - v 7: w 
is invertible.] 
Now assume that u E Hom(C, B) carries 1 E C into an invertible clement 
of B. Choose u’ E Hom(C, B) such that u’(1) = u(l)-‘. Then 
(u’ * U)(l) = 1 = (24 * U’)(l) 
so that U’ t u and u t u’ are both invertible. It follows that u is invertible. 
Conversely if 21 * z, -.= z, t u :-= E then 1 = e(l) == (U + v)(l) = n(1) v(1) and 
v(l) U( 1) := 1 so that u(1) is an invertible element of B. Q.E.D. 
Let B, denote the group of invertible elements of B. 
3.5.2. PROPOSITION.. Let C be a composite coalgebra und let B be an arbitrary 
algebra. Then u E Hom(C, B) is invertible in the convolution algebra Hom(C, B) 
;f and only if u(G(C)) C B, . 
Proof. Since C =I= n, 0 where 0 is the connected component of C 
containingR E G(C), it follows that Hom(C, B) = nT’I Hom(C”, B). 3.5.2 then 
follows from 3.5.1 and the fact that an element in a product ring is invertible 
if and only if each component is invertible. 
3.5.3. COROLLARY. Let H be a composite bialgebra. 
The folkwing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) H is a IIopf algebra. 
(b) G(IZ) is a subgroup of II, . 
(c) G(H) C HI, . 
Proof. The implications (a) -> (b) ( .) 3 c are trivial. Finally if G(H) C II, 
then I E Hom(N, H) is invertible by the proposition so that (c) 2 (a). 
3.5.4. COROLLARY. (a) A connected bialgebra is a Hopf algebra. 
(b) Let f : H -+ H’ be a surjective morphism of &algebras. If H is a composite 
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(resp. connected) Hopf algebra then H’ is also a composite (resp. connected) 
Hopf algebra. 
(c) A b-i-ideal I in a composite Hopf algebra is a Hoff ideal: s(I) C I. 
(d) If H and M’ both composite (resp. connected) Hopf algebras then H 0 I-l’ 
is also a composite (resp. connected) Hvpf algebra. 
Proof. Parts (a), (b) and (d) follow immediately from 3.5.3, 3.1.3 and 
3.2.4. Part (c) then follows from (b) and part (3) of Proposition 1.5.2. 
3.5.5. I'ROPOSITI~S. Let C be a subcoalgebra of a bialgebra J and let H 
be the subalgebra of J generated by C. 
(a) H is a subbialgebra of / 4 . h 1 u tic IS cocommutative if C is cocommutativr. 
(b) If C is connected and 1 E C then H is a connected IIopf algebra. 
(c) If C is composite then II is a composite bialgebra and G(H) is the sub- 
semigroup (with unit) of G(J) generated by G(C). 
(d) If C is composite and G(C) C II, , then II is a composite Hopf algebra. 
Proof. (a) Let A .-= {x E H / dx E H 3 Hj and R = tx E Fi 1 T c Ax = Ax]. 
Then A and B arc each subalgebras of 11 which contain G. Thus A = N 7 B. 
This proves (a). 
(1~) Let Cr --- C and Ci = p(C @ Ci-I). Then Ci is connected by 
3.2.5. (b) and induction. Clearly C’ C PC .*. . Since II = 1 Ci and 
1 E n C’ we conclude by 3.1.3. (a) that !I is connected and so N is a Ilopf 
algebra by 3.5.4. (a). 
(c) By replacing C by k . 1 I-. C if necessary we may assume 1 E C. Let 
G(C)‘& =: { g1 ga ... g,, / gi E G(C)}. Then by 3.2.5. (1~) and induction C* is split. 
By 3.2.4. (b) and 3.1.3. (d) G(P) : G(C)i. Since H :-- C Ci 7 u Ci, II is 
co-split and G(H) = u G(C)” by 3.1.2. (a). 
(d) If G(C) C Ii, then by the results of part (c), G(I/)C N, so that 
the result stated then follows from 3.5.3. 
35.6. COROLLARY. If‘ II is the sum of all the 
composite 
cocommutative 
composite and cocommlctative 
connected and containing 1 
cocommutative, connected and containing I 
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subcoalgebras of J then If is the unique maximal 
composite 
cocommutative 
composite and cocommutative 
connected 
cocommutative and connected 
suhcoalgebra of J. By the proposition H is a sub&algebra of J. 
3.57. PROPOSITIOK. Let J be a bialgebra. Then J has a unique maximal 
(co-commutative) composite sub Hopf algebra H. II is the sum of all the (co- 
commutative) composite subcoalgebras C such that G(C) C J* . 
Proof. Let GO = G(J) n J* . Th en x E G,, implies 3-l E GO so that GO is 
a subgroup of J* . For if xy = yx -= 1, then 
(x @ x)( y @y) = 1 @ 1 = d(xy) = (X @ X) Ay 
sothatdy -y@yistheinverseofx@x~ Jo JandyEG,,. 
Let S be the family of all (co-commutative) composite subcoalgebras C 
of J and such that G(C) C GO and let H = C C where C E P. Then II is a 
(co-commutative) composite subcoalgebra of J and G(N) C G, by 3.1.2. (a) so 
that Ii ES. Since it is clear that GO C G(f3) we have G,, = G(H). If i7 is the 
algebra generated by H, then R is a (co-commutative) composite bialgebra 
and G(i7) := GO by 3.5.5. By the maximality of 11, we conclude If = H so 
that If is a bialgebra. In fact His a Hopf algebra by 3.5.3. since G(H) = G,, 
is a group. H obviously has the stated maximality property. Q.E.D. 
Let H be a bialgebra. If x E G(H), let 1P denote the connected component 
of H containing x and let Hnx denote the nth term in the filtration of the 
connected coalgebra H”. The following theorem for composite co-commu- 
tative Hopf algebras is due to B. Kostant (unpublished). 
3.5.8. THEOREM. Let H be a bialgebra. 
(a) If x, y E G(H) then EI,” . H,u C HE!,, . In particular H1 is a co-connected 
sub-Hopf algebra of H. 
(b) If H is a Hopf algebra then s(H,,“) C Hi(“) where s(x) = x-l E G(H). 
Moreover x * H,L1 = H,,’ . x --. Hnx and IIt is a sub-Hopf algebra of H which is 
a k[Gl module algebra under the adjoint representation. The natural algebra 
morphism 
If’ # k[Gl -F II 
which carries % @ x t-+ 2 . x is injective. 
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(c) If H is a composite Hopf algebra, the algebra morphism described in (b) is 
an &morphism. 
Proof. (a) Since Hx and 1-I” are connected subcoalgebras of II it follows 
from 3.2.5. (b) that H” * Hy is a connected subcoalgebra of H (which contains 
x . y) and so H5 . H?’ is contained in Hx?l. By 3.2.5. (b) we have 
I&a . H,,,y C (H” . H$._,, . 
Thus H,” . H,,,g C H;&,, . This proves (a). Xote in particular that (since 
x E HOz) we have x * ff,,,Y C II:. 
(b) Let K :-: HOP be the coalgebra (Hopf algebra) obtained from Ii by 
twisting the co-product [AK = 7 o AH]. Then s : Ii --• K is a coalgebra map 
by part (6) of I .5.2. WC then have s(lTaz) C Kz(“) by 3.2.1. (c). The first 
containment then follows from 3.2.2. (f). 
If .I: E G(Jf), WC have by part (a): 
I-I,’ = x-l - xH,l C x-llfn5 C Il,l 
so that x . Ii,’ ~2 I&X. For each x E G, the algebra morphism W # K[q --)- I-I 
carries 11’ 3 x onto H1x -= IF. The family of subspaces (II” 1 x E G(H)] are 
among the family of irreducible components of H and these form a direct sum 
(coalgebra) decomposition of H [3.1.2.]. Thus the map H1 # k[GJ 4 H is 
injective. 
(c) If H is composite then Zi = & Hz. Since the map EP # k[GJ - IJ 
sends H1 @ x onto H1 . x :-= Hz, the map is surjcctive. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If If is a Hopf algebra and if Fii # k[q is given the tensor 
product coalgebra structure, then H1 # k[GJ is a Hopf algebra and the map 
described in (b) is a morphism of Hopf-algebras. 
Let .d be a commutative bialgebra and let G.d = Alg(&, k) == G(&O); if 
x E G, , let 9z”(s/l) = 9,,“(&, k) be the differential operators defined in 
$2.4. Applying 2.4.1 in the case where B = k we have the containment 
where x, y E Gd = Alg(d, k) 
3.5.9. THEOREM. Assume the augmentation ideal of the commutative h-i- 
algebra .d is finitely generated. 
(a) If x F- GXd is invertible then 9zn(~) = x . Q~~(Lz?‘) c= 95p(&) * x and 
L~,(.s’) is a connected subcoalgebra of do; in fact it is the connected componeptt 
of ~20 which contains x. Moreover .9z(--Ol)n :_ 9,“(.d) so that the filtration on 
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the connected coalgebra LSz(&) defined in $3.2 coincides with the one de$ned in 92 
for dz@rential operators. In particular ~JJTz+) is a connected sub-bialgebra of do. 
(b) If &’ is a Hopf algebra then Go, is a group so the results described in (a) 
hold for each x E G** . Moreover s(S?~“(&)) == P&,(&J for each x E G 
(where s(x) =: x-l). SC(&) is a k[G,] module-algebra under the adjoint action 
and the natural algebra morphi~n CSS(d) #ad k[G,] --, .&O which sends 
% @ x -+ it . x is injective. 
(c) If .& is a split Ilopf algebra then do = LIZ g.J&‘) is the decomposition 
of the coalgebra ~~20 into its connected components; and the algebra morphism from 
BJ&‘) # k[Gl -+ .d” is an isomorphirm. 
Proof. (a) By 3.4.2. (a) we know that ~,(.PZ) is the connected component 
of do containing E and also ~Z~“(53) = [.9,(&)], . If x E G,, is invertible 
we have 
so that 
Since x E G& is invertible the map c? F+ x . % from ZP --f do is a coalgebra 
automorphism which we have just observed carries g’“(d) onto 9:(.&). This 
shows that 9Jsl) is the connected component of ~2” containing x and also 
that [.9,(.pI)], = LZ?~‘$QZ). This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) and (c). Since .d is a commutative Hopf algebra, SU’O is a co-commu- 
tative Hopf algebra. By 3.4.1. (c), G(zP) = Gsl and do is a composite 
Hopf algebra by 3.4.1. (a) if XI is a split Hopf algebra. In view of the iden- 
tification established in (a) between the connected components of ,ti” and the 
family {g=(.Fs) ( x E Gd), th e results asserted in (b) and (c) then follow at 
once from 3.5.6. Q.E.D. 
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